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Introduction 
Former President Barack Obama’s first speech in Africa took place in Ghana, the site of 
his first visit to sub-Saharan Africa as President of the United States. In that speech, President 
Obama, to deafening applause from members of the Ghanaian parliament, remarked that 
“Africa’s future is up to Africans.”1  While acknowledging Africa’s tragic history, President 
Obama traced his Kenyan roots from his grandfather who was a cook for the British during 
colonialism, to his father who came of age during the anti-colonial struggles across the African 
continent which were giving rise to new African nations. However, these new nation states failed 
to live up to the promise of independence. 
President Obama pointed out that while Kenya had a per capita income larger than South 
Korea it had been out paced by other countries, including South Korea.  While Obama 
acknowledged that disease and conflict had ravaged the continent, he was also quick to point out 
that it would be “too easy to point fingers and pin the blame on others.” After all, he continued, 
the West was notorious for approaching the continent as a patron and not as an equal partner as it 
continued to exploit Africa’s resources. However, Obama emphasized the West could not be 
blamed for Zimbabwe’s economy over the last decade.2 Moreover, the use of child soldiers in 
wars and the prevalence of patronage, nepotism, tribalism, and corruption had severely limited 
the advancements of many Africans, including his father, which had a negative impact on 
Africa’s economic and political development. Obama then proceeded to applaud Ghana, whose 
 
1 EURACTIV, 2009, July 12. Obama in Ghana Parliament: Full Speech 11 July 2009. Retrieved from  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkNpUEWIhd4 
2 Grebe, Jan. 2010. “And They Are Still Targeting: Assessing the Effectiveness of Targeted Sanctions against 
Zimbabwe.” African Spectrum, Vol. 45, No. 1, pp 3-4 (Ironically, sanctions imposed by the European Union and the 
United States have been a fantastic failure and have had a negative impact on Zimbabwe’s economic growth. Thus, 
they should accept a share of the blame along with the IMF’s structural adjustment programs). 
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economy through hard work, successive peaceful elections, good governance, and an emerging 
civil society, had demonstrated remarkable growth.3 
However, Obama failed to realize that Ghana’s seemingly spectacular economic growth 
did not mean the country was doing well. In this sense, the devil was in the details. Ghana has 
often been cited by the World Bank as a model for neoliberal reform.4 Prior to its 
implementation of Structural Adjustment Program (SAPs) in 1983, Ghanaian imports declined 
by over 33 percent, earnings from exports declined to 52 percent, domestic savings and 
investment fell to near 0 percent from 12 percent, inflation rose over 100 percent, and its per 
capita GDP fell to $739 from $1009 in 1960.5 Ghana’s dire economic straits forced it to adopt 
and implement the economic recovery program (ERP).6 After implementation of ERP between 
1984 and 1991, Ghana was able to maintain a growth GDP between 5 and 6 percent, and 
between 2.5 percent and 4 percent since 1992.7 In 2011, Ghana had the fastest growing economy 
in Africa with an annual GDP growth of 14.4 percent and the country was named as one of 17 
African countries leading the economic renaissance.8 In fact, as a result of its performance, 
Ghana successfully joined the ranks of middle income countries after recalculation of its GDP 
yielded a three-fold increase and the per capita income jumped by $500.9 
Yet despite those achievements and accolades, Ghana still relies on developmental aid, 
has high debt, its citizens experience grinding poverty, its infrastructure is still undeveloped, and 
 
3 Ibid. 
4 Obeng-Odoom, Franklin. 2012. “Neoliberalism and the Urban Economy in Ghana: Urban Employment, Inequality, 
and Poverty.” Growth and Change, Vol. 43, No. 1, pp. 85. 
5 Ayelazuno, Jasper Abembia. 2014. “Neoliberalism and Growth Without Development in Ghana: A Case for State-
Led Industrialization.” Journal of Asian and African Studies. Vol. 49(1), pp. 81. 
6 Ibid., 82. 
7 Ibid., 83. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
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it still relies heavily on a monocultural economy that exports raw materials.10 By 2001, Ghana 
found itself amongst the ranks of highly indebted poor countries (HIPC).11 Its account balance in 
2001 was -6.8, -8.7 in 2007, and -14 in 2008.12 Additionally, while the debt service relief under 
the HIPC and Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) programs reduced Ghana’s external 
debts, it remained at risk of debt distress because of continued borrowing from multilateral, 
bilateral, and commercial agencies.13  
Ghana followed many other African countries that adopted neoliberal policies due to the 
collapse of their economies in the 1980s in return for International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 
World Bank (Bank) loans.14 In fact, according to Graham Harrison, by 1989, 84 structural 
adjustment loans had been consented to by African countries with the Bank.15 To explain the 
economic collapse of African economies, the Bank identified poor domestic policies such as 
public sector mismanagement, heavy concentration in the agricultural sector, and illiberal trade 
and exchange rate policies.16 The Bank concluded that economic reform was the best way to 
resuscitate those economies via SAPs.17 In return for successful reform, African countries, with 
the help of the IMF and World Bank, would experience increased financial flows from the new 




12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid. 
14 Opoku, Darko Kwabena. 2010. “From a ‘Success’ Story to A Highly Indebted Poor Country: Ghana and 
Neoliberal Reforms”. Journal of Contemporary African Studies. Vol. 28, No. 2, pp. 156; see also Taab, William K. 
2001. The Amoral Elephant: Globalization and the Struggle for Social Justice in the 21st Century (New York: 
Monthly Review Press), 88. 
15 Harrison, Graham. 2005. “Economic Faith, Social Project and a Misreading of African Society: The Travails of 
Neoliberalism in Africa.” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 8, pp. 1308. 
16 Opoku, 156. 
17 Ibid. 
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follow, including direct foreign investment that would be made available to buttress their 
economic efforts.18 
While not identical, Harrison and Stone indicate that all SAPs contain a set of policies 
that each country must adopt.19 This usually includes the retraction of the state from the 
economy, increased interest rates, privatization, and deregulation.20 Those benchmarks are then 
used by the IMF to determine whether a country has been able to successfully comply with the 
SAPs.21 While Nooruddin and Simmons argue that the IMF can only establish a program at the 
request and consent of the recipient country, they fail to articulate how many countries were able 
to successfully negotiate less severe austerity measures, especially when it came to African 
countries.22 To the contrary, Oxfam issued a stinging rebuke of the IMF’s SAPs declaring they 
had failed and that the Fund should undergo major reform or leave Africa.23  
When considered in light of these global developments, one can see that, in his Ghana 
speech, President Obama failed to acknowledge and appreciate  that Africa’s political economy 
was profoundly shaped, and continues to be shaped, by its colonial legacy as well as the twin 
contemporary forces of imperialism and neoliberalism.24 Africa’s current political, economic, 
and social state must be understood and addressed by noting its unequal relationship with 
western capitalism which has continued to perpetuate “shocking levels of inequality, oppression, 
 
18 Haberson John W. and Rothchild, Donald. 2000. Africa in World Politics: The African State System in Flux. 
(Colorado: Westview Press), 50-51. 
19 Graham, 1308; see also Randall W. Stone. 2008. “The Scope of IMF Conditionality.” International Organization, 
62, No. 4, pp. 598; see also Irfan Nooruddin and Joel W. Simmons. 2006. “The Politics of Hard Choices: IMF 
Programs and Government Spending.” International Organization, 60, pp. 1003 (reducing government expenditure 
was mandated in 91 percent of the programs and reducing government budget deficits as a share of the gross 
domestic product (GDP) was required in 81 percent of the programs, and 76 percent of 34 upper-tranched IMF 
programs contained controls on government expenditure). 
20 Stone, 599. 
21 Randall, 599. 
22 Nooruddin and Simmons, 1005. 
23 Haberson and Rothchild, 57. 
24 Wengraf, Lee. 2018. Extracting Profit: Imperialism, Neoliberalism, and the New Scramble for Africa (Chicago: 
Haymaker Books), Kindle Version. 
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and poverty” that not only rival, but far surpass those conditions as they existed when African 
states achieved their independence.25  
However, despite what seems to be an overwhelming neoliberal consensus in Africa, is it 
possible for African governments to flout Margaret Thatcher’s declaration, “there is no other 
alternative” to neoliberalism in favor of the developmental state playing a central role in 
economic development while providing effective governance? Given the failure of market-based 
reforms in the early 1980s to the present, African countries can no longer follow the neoliberal 
pied-pipers, the IMF and World Bank, given the spectacular failures of their policy prescriptions. 
Hence, even where countries such as South Korea have permitted the state to play a critical role 
in economic development where its role in the economy is characterized as a developmental, 
neoliberal, and as a welfare state,26 I argue that African countries will have to pursue a different 
economic paradigm rather than retain any characteristics of neoliberalism in their economic 
development. The thesis will also address the underlying question that if the Africa abandons 
neoliberalism, then what economic system should take its place? Building on the arguments for 
socialism as articulated by Julius Nyerere27 and Kwame Nkrumah,28 I will outline a 21st Century 
socialist model for Africa.  
The thesis will be divided into three sections. Section one will examine neoliberalism and 
how international financial institutions have used their lending ability to reorient African states 
to adopt the neoliberal economic model. The thesis will discuss why implementing neoliberalism 
economic reform required reducing the role of the state in economic development and how that 
 
25 Ibid. 
26 Suh, Chung-Sok and Kwon, Seung-Ho. 2014. “Whither the Developmental State in South Korea? Balancing 
Welfare and Neoliberalism.” Asian Studies Review. Vol. 38, No. 4, PP. 680. 
27 Nyerere, Julius K. 1968. Ujamaa Essays on Socialism. (Dar es salaam:  Oxford University Press). 
28 Nkrumah, Kwame. 1998. Africa Must Unite. (London: Panaf Books), 118-131.  
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has not benefitted a vast majority of Africans. Second, I will examine the destructive effects of 
neoliberalism in Ghana despite the fact they were designed to address the post-colonial economic 
challenges the country was experiencing. The thesis will conclude by articulating why state-led 
development, as the primary mechanism to transition towards socialism, is a better alternative for 
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While neoliberalism has wreaked havoc in Africa, it is important to trace its early origins 
and implementation to better understand why it was destined to fail in Africa. David Harvey 
defines neoliberalism as a theory of political economic practice which states that humanity can 
be advanced by the maximization of entrepreneurial freedoms ensconced in an institutional 
framework characterized by property rights, individual liberty, free markets, and free trade.29 
Neoliberalism maintains that increased social good will be maximized by increasing the reach 
and normalization of the market’s transactions and integrating society’s actions within the 
domain of the market.30  
This framework was provided by neoliberalism’s founding fathers who viewed human 
dignity and individual freedom as the fundamental and organizing principals of civilization.31 
The threat to these values comes not only from fascism, dictatorships, communism, militant 
labor unions, and social democratic states,32 but also all forms of state intervention that substitute 
its collective judgments for those individuals free to choose.33 However, as Patrick Iber correctly 
points out, the salient problem with neoliberalism is that by emphasizing the market as the 
solution to social problems, it fails to appreciate how the market not only failed, but exacerbated 
social problems such as creating dictatorships, legitimizing neocolonialism,34 and increasing 
 
29 Harvey, David. 2006. “Neo-Liberalism as a Creative Destruction.” Geografiska Annaler. Series B, Human 
Geography, Vol. 88, No. 2, Geography and Power, the Power of Geography, pp. 145. 
30 Harvey, David. 2005. A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press), kindle version. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Iber, Patrick. April 23, 2018. Worlds Apart: How Neoliberalism Shapes the Global Economy and Limits the 
Power of Democracies. The New Republic. Retrieved from https://newrepublic.com/article/147810/worlds-apart-
neoliberalism-shapes-global-economy 
33 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version 
34 Nkrumah, Kwame. 1965. Neo-Colonialism: The Highest Stage of Imperialism (London: Panaf Books), ix 
(Nkrumah defines neo-colonialism as countries that while independent and sovereign, their economic systems, and 
thus, their political policies are controlled by other countries which dictate their policy direction and goals). 
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social and income inequality. Financial crises, even if they may be caused by capital strikes, 
capital flight, financial speculation, or that they may be deliberately engineered to facilitate 
accumulation by dispossession,35 are often addressed by cutting welfare programs and social 
services desperately needed by the poor.36  
Under a neoliberal framework, the state’s role is reduced to creating an institutional 
framework that accommodates such practices.37 For example, the state is responsible for setting 
up the military, police force, a judicial system to secure property rights as well as providing 
support to ensure a freely functioning market.38 If the market does not exist in areas such as 
education, health care, social security, or if no framework exists to prevent environmental 
pollution, then the state is responsible for creating the conditions necessary for the market to 
penetrate those areas.39 Additionally, according to Harvey, the neoliberal oriented state should 
continuously and persistently look for new institutions and internal reorganizations with the aim 
of improving its competitive edge against other states in the global market.40 But, beyond these 
functions, state intervention is restricted to the bare minimum because it does not have enough 
information to second guess the market.41 Taab and Clarke also share this view arguing that state 
power is remade to serve the interests of corporations as opposed to citizens.42  
 
35 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version. 
36 Iber, Patrick. April 23, 2018. “Worlds Apart: How Neoliberalism Shapes the Global Economy and Limits the 
Power of Democracies.” The New Republic. Retrieved from https://newrepublic.com/article/147810/worlds-apart-
neoliberalism-shapes-global-economy 
37 Harvey, “Neo-Liberalism as a Creative Destruction.” Pp.  145. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism. kindle version. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Taab, 51; see also Clarke, John. 2003. “Turning inside Out? Globalization, Neo-liberalism and Welfare States.” 
Anthropologica, Vol 45, No. 2, pp. 202. 
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However, Clarke cautions against the strict “state versus market” binary because it fails 
to take into account the state’s relationship to capital.43 For example, Clarke cites Marxist 
scholarship that views the state as the “executive committee of the bourgeoisie” which then binds 
it to the “logic of capital.”44 Lenin also advances this line of reasoning observing that state 
intervention remains important to the success of market forces because, by themselves, markets 
cannot guarantee growth.45 Other studies argue that the state is capital’s willing ally in creating 
and cultivating the right conditions for capital accumulation, while legitimizing and 
institutionalizing its interests.46 Hence, for Clarke, neoliberalism should not be viewed as solely 
intent on abolishing the state, but must be understood as intentionally modifying the state to 
accede to and advance capital’s interests.47  
Neoliberalism can be said to have originated from two groups. Connell and Dados 
indicate that the neoliberal doctrine originated from right-wing economists in Europe and the 
United States in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s.48 These right-wing economists rejected Keynesian 
economics49 and the welfare state viewing state intervention as “the road to serfdorm.”50 For 
them, free markets were the perfect solution and would serve as the basis of decision making in 
every sphere.51 Neoliberalism was adopted by former Prime Minister of England, Margaret 
Thatcher (Thatcher) and former U.S. President Ronald Reagan (Reagan) as part of the agenda for 
 
43 Clarke, John. 2003. “Turning Inside Out? Globalization, Neo-liberalism and Welfare States.” Anthroplogica, Vol. 
45, No. 2, pp. 204. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Lenin, V.I. 1996. Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism (London: Pluto Press), xxxv. 
46 Clarke, 204. 
47 Ibid.  
48 Connell, Raewyn and Dados, Nour. 2014. “Where in the world does neoliberalism come from?: The market 
Agenda in Southern Perspective.” Theory and Society, Vol. 43, No, 2, pp. 119. 
49 Spence, Lester. 2015. Knocking the Hustle: Against the Neoliberal Turn in Politics (Brooklyn: Punctum Books), 8 
(Spencer indicates that Keynesian economics argued that private actors alone would not be able to maintain a stable 
economy and that governments had to be actively engaged in the economy by implementing policy and spending 
money during recessions).  
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
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populist right wing politics where Thatcher attacked the bloated welfare state and Reagan 
attacked progressive taxation.52 Internationally, the IMF and the World Bank were responsible 
for implementing neoliberalism via structural adjustment programs (SAPs), and the Washington 
Consensus pursued the policy via global economic policy.53 
The second group states that in the late 1960s and 1970s, capitalism in the U.S. and 
Western Europe experienced a crisis as a result of low profit margins.54 To restore their revenues 
and power, neoliberalism was the crystallization of the political will of the capitalist class, 
especially financial institutions.55 To achieve this goal, inflation and social entitlements were 
curtailed and the negative effects, such as the Latin American debt crisis, were exported to the 
global periphery or to vulnerable groups such as unemployed or low wage workers.56 
Additionally, new mechanisms were designed to steer the benefits of economic growth towards 
shareholders and financiers, thus creating the financialization of what is now a key characteristic 
of rich capitalist economies. The financialization of everything, as Harvey indicates, allowed 
finance to strengthen its stranglehold not just in all other areas of the economy, but on the state 
and society’s daily existence.57 Hence, this capitalist class is motivated by material interests, 
especially in the wealthy and influential sectors. For them, neoliberalism represents the new 
stage in the development of an integrated capitalist system.58  
Connell and Dados point out that while both groups distinguish neoliberal theory from 




54 Ibid., 120. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version. 
58Raewyn and Dados, 120. 
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neoliberalism attempts to offer solutions.59 However, Connell and Dados do not indicate what 
these problems are or what solutions neoliberalism is offering.60 For example, if neoliberal 
theory believes that poverty, both domestically and internationally, can be eliminated via the free 
market and free trade, Connell and Dados fail to provide any analysis or highlight case studies 
that either prove or disprove this assertion. While both authors make a valid observation, they 
fail to offer any analysis. Rather, they pivot back to their thesis that neoliberalism is understood 
as an idea formulated in the North, and its implementation exported to the global south.61 
Without a deeper discussion, it becomes difficult to understand what point they are trying to 
advance. 
Domestic Neoliberalism in the U.S. 
In the U.S., New York City served as one of the first test cases for the application of 
neoliberal theory – both in the United States and globally. In the 1970s, New York City 
experienced a financial crisis and in response, Mayor Abraham Beame requested state and 
federal funds to shore up the City’s budget.62 Due to continued capitalist restructuring and 
deindustrialization, including white flight, the City’s economic base had been gradually eroded.63 
Additionally, it is important to note that while the 60s were marked by social uprisings fomented 
by the City’s marginalized Black and Latinx residents, the expansion of public employment and 
an increase in public services had been offered as a solution to address their grievances, funded 




61 Ibid., 121.  
62 Spence, 31.  
63 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version. 
64 Ibid. 
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Despite that promising approach (or perhaps because of it), Mayor Beame’s request for 
state and federal assistance was denied, at the state level by the Republicans, and at the federal 
level by President Richard Nixon, who in response to the nation’s fiscal difficulties, declared an 
urban crisis which meant reduced federal aid for the City.65 In response, the City’s financial 
institutions were prepared to step in and assist but several investment bankers, led by Walter 
Wriston of Citibank, refused to loan the City any money and forced it into bankruptcy.66 New 
York State proceeded to create the Emergency Financial Control Board (EFCB) comprised of the 
governor, the mayor, the state and City’s comptrollers, and three corporate leaders selected by 
the governor.67 The purpose of the EFCB was to serve as the City’s chief fiscal monitor, 
effectively wresting control of the City budget from the Mayor and the New York City Council 
which also passes its own budget.68 Notably missing were any individuals from civil society 
organizations, union leaders, activists, or local elected officials. The plurality of their voices and 
experiences may have radically altered the decisions that emanated from the EFCB.  
The conditions the City was forced to accept by the EFCB in return for financial 
assistance was that the financial institutions had the first claim on the City’s tax revenues in 
order to pay bondholders. Whatever remained was to be used for the City’s essential services.69 
As a result, the City implemented wage freezes and cut backs in employment.70 In fact, between 
 
65 Ibid; see also Baradaran, Mehrsa. 2017. The Color of Money: Black Banks and the Racial Wealth Gap 
(Massachusetts: Harvard University Press), 209-210 (Nixon’s economic adviser, Alan Greenspan viewed these 
social uprisings as an attack on free enterprise and individual rights. For Greenspan, while acknowledging the 
pervasive nature of racial discrimination, Blacks could not claim that white businesses had exploited them, therefore 
negating the need for reparations. Rather, Black activists had misunderstood capitalism and the “natural market of 
the ghetto” and had mistakenly and unfairly blamed whites for their exploitation. Greenspan argued the key 
distinction was between exploitation and discrimination. However, Greenspan was wrong in his analysis failing to 
realize that discrimination had indeed benefitted whites. For example, the ghetto was created and redlined because 
whites did not want to live next to Blacks, thus effectively implementing segregated neighborhoods).   
66 Ibid. 
67 Spence, 31. 
68 Spence, 31; see also New York City Council, The City Budget, retrieved from https://council.nyc.gov/budget/ 
69 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version. 
70 Ibid. 
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January 1, 1975 and May 31, 1976, the City cut its payroll by 25 percent.71 The sanitation 
department cut its budget by almost 25 percent, and the Department of Education cut its budget 
by over 25 percent resulting in the lay-offs of 15,000 teachers and paraprofessionals who 
accounted for 20 percent of their union’s membership.72 The police department cut its budget by 
13.7 percent which resulted in reduced enforcement and the fire department also experienced 
significant cutbacks leading to increased response times by a factor of four.73 Hospitals were not 
spared either, and many were either closed or certain departments were left with only one nurse 
on duty.74 The City’s labor unions were required to invest their pension funds in City bonds 
which forced them to either moderate their demands or risk losing their pensions through the 
City’s bankruptcy.75 The ECFB also required student’s attending the City of University of New 
York to pay tuition without significantly increasing financial aid.76 As a result, between 1974 and 
1980, CUNY had 80,000 fewer students enrolled.77  
By beginning to require students to pay for college, the EFCB gradually reshaped the 
state’s approach to public higher education which was now reconfigured for marketization.78 
That is, students were now transformed into private consumers who consumed education in order 
to increase their earning potential as individuals. This restructuring ignored the importance of 
public education on the larger society because a college degree was now increasingly viewed as 
a private good to enhance the individual. Hence, higher education, under the current neoliberal 
framework, was now understood as a privately consumed good that justified higher tuition rates 
 
71 Spence, 32. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid.  
75 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism. kindle version. 
76 Spence, 32. 
77 Ibid. 
78 The Ezra Klein Show. 2019, October 24. Neoliberalism and its Discontents. Retrieved from 
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/vox/the-ezra-klein-show/e/64811077 
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where college was free, privatizing research which formerly received public support and funds, 
and that higher education is now understood as a private good that enhances the individual and 
not society as a whole.79  
It is notable that neither Spence nor Harvey indicate whether local elected leaders, civil 
society organizations, activists, labor leaders, and/or residents attempted to resist the creation of 
the EFCB and the decisions it made because they promised to have long term repercussions on 
the City’s residents, especially the public unions. For example, in England, in response to the 
Labour government’s shift to neoliberal policies, public sector workers and truck drivers initiated 
devastating strikes, hospital workers refused to go to work, gravediggers abandoned and refused 
to bury the dead.80 Even with Thatcher’s rise to Prime Minister, which intensified her relentless 
pursuit of a crippling neoliberal agenda, local councillors in Sheffield and Liverpool actively 
resisted and pursued ideals based on municipal socialism until their eventual defeat.81 
The conditions imposed on the City and its residents should be understood as nothing 
more than a wealth transfer from the middle class and the poor to the upper classes as a result of 
the financial crisis.82 The needs of investment bankers served as the basis for reducing the 
standard of living for many City residents.83 Investment bankers went even further and used the 
crisis to restructure the City in ways that would prove vital to their interests. For instance, 
prioritizing the good business climate mantra, public funds, coupled with subsidies and tax 
incentives, were used to build infrastructures for businesses.84 Mayor Ed Koch, who succeeded 
 
79 Ibid. 
80 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, kindle version. 
81 Ibid.  
82 Ibid.  
83 Ibid.  
84 Ibid.  
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Mayor Beame, lauded the EFCB stating that the role of the City was not to provide services to its 
residents, but to create an environment where businesses could thrive.85  
This strategy was adopted nationally by former President Ronald Reagan where 
neoliberalism failed to yield high levels of economic performance which should have debunked 
any notion that neoliberalism was an adequate response to capitalism’s crisis. Even if one could 
point to the reduced inflation and falling interest rates as a positive effect of neoliberalism, those 
marginal gains could not justify the extremely high unemployment rates, drastic reductions in 
welfare programs, and diminished spending on the nation’s infrastructure, all which reduced the 
quality of life for a wide swath of the American population. Low economic growth and high-
income inequality were conspicuous indicators of neoliberalism’s failure, but it still gained 
currency globally.  
In contrast, Sweden which is recognized as one of the most generous welfare states, 
managed to economically outperform the U.S. despite Reagan cutting large swaths of America’s 
social programs.86 Even Japan’s economy, which had the highest rate of social-expenditure 
growth rate of any advanced nation between 1960 and 1981, was still considered successful 
when compared to other advanced nations. Hence, Reagan's rationale to attack social programs 
to address inflation does not hold because, even assuming arguendo, he invested more in social 
programs, it is more likely than not that the middle and upper-classes would have benefited as 
much or even more than the poor because their class-based eligibility would have permitted them 
to take better advantage of those programs.87  
 
85 Spence, 32. 
86 Harrington, Michael. 1990. Socialism: Past and Future (New York: Penguin Books), 124 (note that Japan also 
began with a very low base and it had a corporate policy that no male workers would be fired during a recession 
which meant that it did not spend much on unemployment insurance compared to its European counterparts). 
87 Ibid., 126. 
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Reagan’s embrace of neoliberalism also enabled him to avoid addressing the dire 
economic conditions that Blacks were experiencing as a direct result of the U.S.’s white 
supremacist history since slavery. Rather than appreciate this historical background that 
explained why Blacks were at the bottom of the economic totem pole, neoliberalism allowed 
Reagan to reframe Black poverty as a consequence of Black pathology – that Black people 
lacked personal responsibility, did not have a puritan work ethic, and family values.88 Reagan’s 
rationale relied on the flawed assumptions that because the U.S. had passed several statutes, such 
as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act, 
addressing racial discrimination, then the unyielding debilitating economic conditions that 
Blacks continued to face could only be explained via Black pathology.  
This thinking inspired Reagan to passionately attack welfare spending which he wrongly 
characterized as a perverse government incentive that encouraged Blacks to eschew employment 
and have children out of wedlock.89 In stating that investing tax payer dollars was akin to 
spending it on “welfare queens,” Reagan racialized welfare benefits by using the example of a 
specific Black woman who was able to obtain unearned benefits by exploiting the welfare benefit 
system.90 Reagan’s racialization of welfare benefits as accruing to Blacks who were not 
interested in working and were living off government benefits distorted the importance of 
welfare benefits for poor people in general, and that a majority of welfare beneficiaries were 
 
88 Baradaran, 215; see also Coates, Ta Nehisi.  March 21, 2014. Black Pathology and the Closing of the Progressive 
Mind: How Jonathan Chait and other Obama-era Liberals Misunderstand the Role of White Supremacy in 
America’s History and Present. Retrieved from https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/03/black-
pathology-and-the-closing-of-the-progressive-mind/284523/ (Coates argues that attempts to explain the economic 
condition of poor Black people as not “holding up their end of the bargain,” or that they should be provided with 
moral instruction is a well-worn tradition in America. Rather, there is a lack of conclusive evidence that supports the 
notion that Black people “are less responsible, less moral, or less upstanding in their dealings with America nor with 
themselves.” The prevailing evidence shows that it is America that is irresponsible, immoral, and unconscionable in 
its dealings with Black people and with itself). 
89 Baradaran, 215. 
90 Ibid., 215-16. 
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white.91 Thus, his neoliberal agenda also allowed Reagan to ignore the need for overwhelming 
government intervention to address Black poverty.92 Reagan’s argument that less government 
and more opportunities, via trickle down economic theories, would solve Black poverty largely 
ignored past government programs such as the New Deal and the G.I. Bill, both of which were 
largely responsible for creating the white middle class.93 Thus, neoliberalism not only entrenched 
the institutional racial inequalities created by slavery and Jim Crow, it also reinforced laissez-
faire racism – where the market and informal racial bias, rather than the state, “re-create and in 
some instances sharply worsen, structured racial inequality.”94 
Ironically, public spending increased 23 percent under Reagan than it was under the 
previous president, Jimmy Carter.95 Coincidentally, under Thatcher, public spending in England, 
from 1979 to 1986-87, spending on public programs increased by 4 percent after calculating for 
inflation. By 1986-87, public spending ration to the Gross Domestic Product was still 
approximately 44-45 percent while it was 43.3 percent in 1978-79.96 While that increase in 
public spending would be considered a contradiction to Thatcher and Reagan’s stance on the role 
of the state, their economists realized the need for a strong, centralized, authoritarian state which 
tolerated no dissent and refused to compromise.97  
 
91 Baradaran, 216. 
92 Ibid, 221-22; see also Ture, Kwame and Hamilton, V. Charles. 1967. Black Power: The Politics of Liberation. 
(New York: Vintage Books), 178 (Hamilton argues that Blacks need an activist government that recognizes the need 
for increased state action to address racial inequities in employment, housing, and human investment policies that 
challenge the laissez-faire approach to social problems). 
93 Katznelson, Ira. 2005. When Affirmative Action was White: An Untold History of Racial Inequality in Twentieth 
Century America (New York: W.W. Norton & Company) 1-142. 
94 Tuch, Steven A. and Martin, Jack K. 1997. Racial Attitudes in the 1990s: Continuity and Change. (Connecticut: 
Praeger), 17. 
95 Harrington, 142. 
96 Ibid., 142. 
97 Ibid., 142-43. 
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In England, there was a recognition that this type of social engineering was designed to 
change societal attitudes, forcing a shift from a social democracy to an ‘enterprise’ culture. In the 
U.S., the Reagan Council of Economic Advisors stated, “Household choices between 
consumption and savings and between work and leisure are influenced by after-tax wage rates 
and after-tax rates of return on capital. When the government changes either the level or the 
structure of taxes, it ultimately alters house-hold decisions about consumption, saving and work 
effort.”98 That confirmed the Reagan Administration’s determination to ensure that people 
became “free entrepreneurs” whether they liked it or not.99  
Thus, the salient paradox of conservative administrations, while issuing stentorian 
proclamations of free market fundamentalism, was the realization and appreciation of the need 
for a strong state,  albeit a state that was responsible for buttressing the power and underwriting 
the actions of private businesses while stimulating private profit. In short, the statist state 
becomes and is considered the [emphasis mine] executive committee of the capitalist class. 
The Globalization of Neoliberalism100  
Indeed, if New York City was the first site for experiments with neoliberalism in the 
global North, it quickly became an ideology exported to the global South – and particularly to 
Chile. According to Vanden and Prevost, neoliberal state formation was [substantially] first 
implemented in Chile by General Augusto Pinochet who realized, as a military dictator, 
economic reform via neoliberalism would legitimize his presidency after coming to power via a 
U.S. engineered political coup.101 The military coup against the democratically elected President, 
 
98 Harrington, 143. 
99 Ibid., 143. 
100 Garrett, Geoffrey. 2000. “The Causes of Globalization.” Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 33 No. 6/7, pp. 942 
(Garrett defines globalization as the international integration of markets in goods, services, and capital). 
101 Connell and Dados, 122; See also, Vanden, Harry E. and Prevost, Gary. (2009). Politics of Latin America (New 
York: Oxford University Press), 59. 
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Salvador Allende, was supported and encouraged by Chile’s domestic business elites and U.S. 
corporations who viewed Allende’s socialist platform as a threat to their capitalist aspirations.102   
While born into a life of privilege, Allende’s passion for social and political change was a 
combination of Marxist philosophy and observing the suffocating poverty that Chileans were 
grappling with despite the country’s prosperous position amongst other Latin American nations. 
Allende was also appalled by the fact that foreign companies controlled his country’s copper 
industry.103  Allende’s socialist platform was based on expanding living standards for the entire 
country as opposed to “a sacrifice of consumption to investment.”104 The state aimed to 
“radically increase” the purchasing power of its poorest citizens, control prices to ensure that 
rising wages would not be outpaced by inflation which would “set-off a consumption led 
boom.”105 A corollary to this strategy was that the private sector would also benefit because this 
development strategy would expand Chile’s domestic market, encouraging new investment while 
creating new jobs.106  
Additionally, with the support from the Catholic Church and many Christian democrats, 
the state would nationalize the foreign owned copper industry which was Chile’s main foreign-
exchange earner in the world market.107  In pursuing nationalization, Allende indicated that an 
annual profit of 12 percent per year would be just compensation as a result of nationalizing 
American companies.108 For example, a company like Cerro which had been mining in Chile for 
less than a year and had posted no profits would be nationalized and eligible for $14 million in 
 
102 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism. kindle version (The CIA and Henry Kissinger also played active roles 
in ensuring the coup’s success). 
103 Kinzer, Stephen. 2006. Overthrow: America’s Century of Regime Change from Hawaii to Iraq (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company), 175. 
104 Harrington, 171. 
105 Ibid., 171. 
106 Ibid., 171-72. 
107 Ibid., 172. 
108 Kinzer, 186. 
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compensation. However, because Kennecott and Anaconda had made $774 million in profits 
over the past 15 years, they were not awarded any compensation once they were nationalized.109  
Chilean capitalists, and the American copper,110 and communication111 companies 
remained hostile to Allende’s government to the point that they were willing to go along with 
Allende’s policy prescriptions in the short-term which would reduce their profits if it meant 
removing Allende in the long run.112 Ironically, in response to the wave of leftist governments 
that were coming into power across Latin America leaving a trail of fallen dictators, President 
John F. Kennedy looked to Chile as a possible successful protectorate of American capitalism 
that could demonstrate to the world that capitalism was a better alternative to Marxism.113 
Kennedy established the Alliance for Progress (AP), an organization committed to 
“comprehensive” social and political change.114 Chile was a worthy candidate because it already 
had a political and physical infrastructure complimented by a citizenry committed to peaceful 
transitions of power.115 Additionally, the country had a strong private sector and democratic 
institutions.116 AP, during the 1960s, poured more than $1.2 billion in aid which was more than 
what any other country received in Latin America.117 
 
109 Kinzer. 186. 
110 Ibid., 173 (the two American copper companies operating in Chile were Kennecott Copper Corporation (KCC) 
and Anaconda Copper Mining Company (ACMC). KCC was reported to have after-tax profits of approximately $20 
million per year while ACMC reported approximately $30 million in profits after taxes. Combined, these companies 
accounted for most of Chile’s export earnings and a third of its revenues. This allowed them to have an influence 
over Chile’s political and economic affairs). 
111 Kinzer, 174. (America’s International Telephone & Telegraph Corporation (ITT) had large holdings in Chile and 
was high on Allende’s list of companies that were going to be nationalized. In the early 1960s its annual profits were 
over $10 million). 
112 Harrington, 172. 
113 Kinzer, 174. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid.  
116 Ibid. 
117 Ibid., 173-74. 
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However, in 1969, after assuming the presidency, Nixon radically changed the U.S.’s 
foreign policy towards Latin America and Chile in particular where he annulled the AP because 
he considered it a “dangerous triumph of idealism over reality.”118 Nixon feared that promoting 
several types of reform, especially land reform, would alienate right-wing governments that were 
friendly to the United States.119 Nixon viewed right-wing governments in Latin America as 
power centers that were under Washington’s influence. Hence, in contrast to Latin America’s 
democratic left which refused to be swayed by America’s interests, it made more sense to 
support the continent’s business elite and military.120 
Despite the existing structural and economic challenges that Allende was confronting, the 
U.S. implemented an economic blockade  which included instructing two American foreign aid 
agencies, the Export-Import Bank and the Agency for International Development not to approve 
any new commitments to Chile.121 The U.S. representative at the Inter-American Development 
Bank was informed that he had to block all proposals for Chilean loans. When he protested, he 
was forced to resign and the new president proceeded to reduce Chile’s credit rating from a B to 
a D.122 The Export-Import Bank, highlighting the reduced credit rating, proceeded to cancel a 
scheduled $21 million loan, funds that were earmarked to purchase new Boeing jets for Chile’s 
national airlines.123  
Additionally, the IMF and the World Bank124 were told not to assist Chile. 125  American 
companies, such as ITT, Kennecott, Anaconda, Firestone Tire & Rubber, Bethlehem Steel, 
 
118 Kinzer, 176. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid. 
121 Ibid., 185. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Ibid., 185 (the World Bank suspended a $21 million livestock improvement loan and later announced that the 
U.S. would oppose all new lending by the Bank). 
125 Harrison, 172. 
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Charles Pfizer, W.R. Grace, Bank of America, Ralstone Purina, and Dow Companies, played an 
active role in undermining Allende.126 Their quiet destabilization campaign which included 
closing offices, delaying payments, slow product delivery, and denying credit proved to be so 
effective, that within two years, one third of Chile’s buses and 20 percent of its taxes were no 
longer working due to a lack of spare parts.127 Thus, even with Allende’s efforts to increase the 
purchasing power of Chile’s citizens as well as controlling prices to ensure that nominal incomes 
were not outpaced by inflation, this silent blockade undermined those efforts because Chile’s 
infant industry was not developed enough to fill the void left by the U.S. businesses forcing the 
country to rely on imports which, in some cases, had been reduced drastically as a result of the 
silent blockade.  
The U.S. also provided financial assistance, which included over $3.5 million to 
opposition parties and allied organizations and more than $1.5 million was given to various 
organizations that included business, labor, civic, and paramilitary organizations that organized 
protests, demonstrations, and violent organizations against Allende. 128  
Upon seizing power, Pinochet abandoned Chile’s industrialization strategy which 
weakened the industrial working class and the unions associated with those industries, instead 
focusing on the expansion of export industries, specifically in mining and commercial 
agriculture.129 Additionally, Pinochet reversed the Chilean Congress’ amendment to nationalize 
Kennecott, Anaconda,  Cerro Mining Corporation, as well as the ITT which Allende had also 
 
126 Kinzer, 186. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Harrison 172-73; see also Kinzer 186 
129 Connell and Dados, 122. 
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nationalized claiming that it (ITT) made “immorally” high profits while a majority of Chileans 
lived in poverty.130  
Under Pinochet, Anaconda was awarded $253 million as well as promissory notes for its 
expropriated assets. Kennecott Copper received $66.9 million, and ITT received $125.2 million 
for its interest in the Chilean Telephone Company.131 Similar to New York City, Harvey notes 
that the neoliberal experiment in Chile also resulted in capital accumulation that benefited the 
ruling elites and foreign investors.132  
Returning to the theme at beginning of the thesis, like Ghana, successive Chilean civilian 
governments were able to ensure sustained economic growth under the neoliberal framework.133 
However, despite 16 years of democratic rule, Chile continues to experience levels of inequality 
that exceed those that existed before General Pinochet’s military dictatorship.134 In fact, despite 
its economic growth, the Chilean economy had not advanced beyond the agromineral exports 
characteristic of underdeveloped nations and continues to experience environmental degradation 
and natural resource depletion.135 As a result, policies implemented pursuant to a neoliberal 
economic framework only increased social inequality that is now accepted as a permanent 
characteristic of neoliberalism.136 Hence, it appears that neoliberalism also serves as a vehicle to 
restore class power.137 
The neoliberal current was also well underway in South America with other countries 
such as Brazil and Uruguay adopting the neoliberal framework in the 1970s.138 But neoliberal 
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policy makers continued their pursuit to make it the dominant global ideology using Cold War 
tools to discredit other development strategies such as the import-replacement industrialization 
used in Southern Africa, Latin America, and the South Pacific.139 The Soviet-inspired state-
centered economy implemented by the Arab World, and by South and East Asia was also 
discredited.140 As a result of this relentless attack, neoliberal economists were able to shift the 
narrative and convince the world only neoliberalism is possible.141  
Conclusion 
The above analysis reveals an ongoing tension between neoliberalism vis-à-vis the 
developmental state that neoliberalism cannot resolve. For example, if neoliberal economic 
policies require a strong state to set up a judicial system, and a military and police force to secure 
and enforce property rights, as well as the institutions necessary for freely functioning markets 
and free trade, why then do the IMF and the Bank require African governments to adopt policies 
that do little to address state weakness and state frailty which have been mutual reinforcers 
experienced by many African states.142 It is reasonable to conclude, as Lee Wengraf states, that 
structural adjustment programs ushered neoliberalism into Africa and underscored the 
continuation rather than a cessation of the economic and political policies under colonialism 
designed to maintain and continue wealth extraction and accumulation despite the presence of 
African leaders.143  
Another salient contradiction is the state’s required role as the arbiter of favorable market 
conditions and to embrace its competitive role in global politics.144 However, this role 
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immediately poses a crisis of legitimacy for the state amongst its citizens. For example, if the 
state creates a favorable market for insurance companies to compete even as the cost of health 
care becomes increasingly expensive, citizens may detest the state’s failure to regulate insurance 
companies and curb runaway prices associated with healthcare.145 While nationalism may be a 
suitable state response, it impedes the state from functioning effectively because nationalism 
becomes a stumbling block toward global integration. Hence, the state has no choice but to enter 
the market and regulate some aspects of it, if it is to maintain and retain its legitimacy. 
Even more disturbing is neoliberalism’s emphasis on individual freedoms at the expense 
of social solidarity.146 When freedom is redefined as freedom of enterprise, people are then 
forced to reconstruct social solidarity in spheres such as religion, morality, or even dust off the 
older negative political forms of solidarity such as racism, fascism, religious fundamentalism, 
localism, and nationalism.147 Taken together, these forms of negative solidarity promise to 
impede the neoliberal project because they spawn xenophobia, religious intolerance, and bigotry. 
In contrast, unions, as an example of positive solidarity, use the collective bargaining process to 
advocate for higher wages, better healthcare, job protection, as well as other tangible benefits 
associated with union membership. Additionally, as part of civil society, unions will partner with 
other civil society organizations to organize and advocate on issues such as better housing, 
environmental regulation, and improved access to education as well as job training and/or 
retraining programs.148 Overall, unions advance not only the interests of their members, but 
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political economic project intentionally designed to not only re-establish the adequate conditions 
for capital accumulation, but to restore power to the economic elites.149  
In the remainder of the thesis, in advocating for state-led development as a transition 
towards socialism, I radically reimagine the role of the developmental state as one that is 
revolutionary in its commitment to raising the standards of social equality, creating regulatory 
frameworks as well as playing an active role in education, health care, environmental 
conservation, and increasing wages. In response to the neoliberal counter-revolution, I abandon 
any notion that the state will continue to advance the interests of capitalism and neoliberalism. It 
is impossible to look at the current state of the world and justify the terrible social inequality, 
grossly distorted income and wealth distribution, the unfettered environmental degradation, the 
continued emphasis of private property rights, and the excessive militarization of communities 
and countries designed to protect private property. Given the continued failure of capitalism and 
neoliberalism, it is unlikely that the problems highlighted above can be solved by or within either 
system. In fact, neoliberalism has failed to resolve and only managed to deal with financial crises 
since the Asian financial crisis in 1997.150 The only way forward is an economic, social, and 
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SECTION II 
Neoliberal Reform in Ghana: Growth Without Development 
 Ghana emerged from colonial rule with $1 billion in its bank reserves, was the world’s 
largest producer of cocoa, and its gold mines were recognized as among the world’s most 
productive.151 Yet, despite what appeared to have the makings of a good head start, Nkrumah 
inherited a fragile economy that was designed to serve the interests of Britain,152 a vulnerable 
state that lacked adequate capital, and a labor force that lacked the skills necessary to pursue a 
developmental framework geared towards Ghana and not the metropole.153 Economic 
maldevelopment under colonialism had produced an extremely distorted and fragile economy 
that was rooted in a narrow export base complimented by a weak industrial sector characterized 
by low growth rates.154 Because the existing (and underdeveloped) infrastructure was tailored for 
agricultural and mineral extraction, lacked capital, and was primarily designed to supply raw 
materials, it offered a poor foundation to build a strong national economy and lacked the 
necessary institutional framework to address the human and social needs of average Ghanaians, 
which had been neglected by British colonialism.155 Ghana’s entry into the global economy as an 
independent nation was destined to be a Sisyphean endeavor because it did not have the 
infrastructure and technology that would allow it to effectively compete with other developed 
nations despite its initial Herculean efforts. 
 Neoliberalism, as discussed below, only exacerbated the underlying structural 
inequalities inherited from the colonial state. Because state contraction was a salient feature of 
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neoliberal reforms, it only increased mass unemployment which further depressed wages because 
of the labor surplus. The private sector, which was supposed to absorb the rising tide of 
unemployed Ghanaians, failed to create enough jobs therefore increasing poverty and forcing 
many Ghanaians into the informal private sector. In response, Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs), which were supposed to cushion the blow from neoliberal reforms, further debilitated 
state capacity by delivering services usually in the domain of the state. This severely reduced the 
ability of the state to strengthen and improve its ability to deliver social services to its citizens 
and reinforced the spurious notion that African states are weak and unable to provide basic 
services for their citizens. 
In addition to inheriting a weak state, Ghana was also vulnerable to foreign meddling and 
had to worry about the U.S.’s pugnacious foreign policy. The CIA had already identified 
Nkrumah’s anticolonial stance and socialist vision as the anti-thesis to the U.S.’s ideological 
position and a threat to creating a favorable climate for foreign private investment in Ghana.156 
For the CIA, Ghana’s independence served as an inspiration for the anti-colonial movements 
across the African continent and Nkrumah’s Pan-Africanist pursuit of “regional integration and 
economic development” promised to undermine the U.S.’s imperialist aspirations in Africa.157 
Despite Nkrumah’s willingness to work with foreign investors, the U.S. was able to solve their 
“Nkrumah problem” by fomenting a coup that successfully removed him from power in 1966.158 
 
156 Wengraf, Kindle Version; see also Harden, 56 (the U.S. was instrumental in aiding former President of Zaire, 
Mobutu Sese Seko to be granted IMF loans despite the kleptocratic nature of his government. Mobutu’s cozy 
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the IMF that structural adjustment was not going to be a harbinger of good government in Zaire). 
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158 Ibid; see also Azikiwe, Abayomi. November 23, 2015. The Re-emerging African Debt Crisis: Renewed IMF 
“Economic Medicine.” Committee for the Abolition of Illegitimate Debt (CADTM). Retrieved from 
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By this time, as will be shown below, the price of cocoa, Ghana’s key export, was falling and 
this had an adverse effect on Ghana’s revenues and growth projections.159 The corollary to this 
was the increased pressure on imports and consumption which gave rise to shortages and 
discontent thus creating the perfect conditions for the CIA and an early entry point for the 
IMF.160 Given that the U.S. is the IMF’s largest shareholder, the only member with veto power, 
with the ability to obtain nation-specific benefits because of its large quota, the U.S. has been 
able to use the IMF as an extension of its foreign policy by having the organization approve 
loans to advance its interests in other countries.161 The CIA inspired coup paved the way for the 
IMF to formally begin its relationship with Ghana in 1966.162 
After gaining independence in 1957, approximately 89 percent of the entire Ghanaian 
population, between the ages of 15 and 64, was participating in the economy and 86 percent of 
the population in Accra, the capital city, were employed.163 Sixty-two percent of the total 
population were in agriculture, 20 percent were in services and commerce, and 9 percent in 
manufacturing.164 Many were self-employed and primarily engaged in small-scale farming, 
trading, carpentry, and craftsmanship.165 With the £200 million received from Britain, Nkrumah 
expanded the public sector where state-owned industries, between 1957 and 1965, increased 
from 13 to 22, with another 20 under construction.166 Nkrumah also established workers’ 
brigades in all 10 regions of Ghana to increase employment, with a focus on the urban youth to 
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work on developmental projects that included roads, water works, communal buildings, drainage 
systems, rural electricity projects, and low-cost housing.167 Additionally, state farms were also 
constructed to increase food production.168 As a result of those efforts, between 1957 and 1963, 
Nkrumah’s Convention People’s Party, had created 100,000 jobs.169 
 By 1970, those gains were being eroded due to corruption, inefficient state corporations, 
90 percent of which were experiencing severe losses,170 and a change in how international trade 
and investment was being conducted. Prior to World War II, primary products such as 
agricultural produce, fuel, raw materials, etc. accounted for approximately 40 percent of world 
trade which favored former colonies.171  But that boom fell by 20 percent because international 
trade became less characterized by the exchange between primary producers and manufactures, 
and became more of a mutual exchange between manufacturers located in industrialized 
nations.172 Thus, international capital flowed mainly between industrialized nations where there 
were more profitable opportunities as opposed to opportunities that Africa offered.173  
The forecast for Ghana’s post-colonial future was clearly revealing the insurmountable 
challenges the country was confronting. By 1966 Ghana’s external debt had increased to £400 
million, up from £20 million in 1957.174 From 1970 to 1982-3, Ghana experienced a deep 
economic recession. Steep declines in agriculture were experienced where maize production fell 
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and cassava production declined by 50 percent. Ghana also saw production of its main cash crop, 
cocoa, fall by approximately 40 percent.175 During that period, there were also large fiscal 
deficits where domestic savings and investment constituting 12 percent of the GDP dropped 
close to zero, and inflation rates increased above 100 percent by 1983. 176 Imports had declined 
by over 33 percent and earnings from exports also decreased by 52 percent.177 As a result, 
Ghana’s GDP fell to $739 from $1009 in 1960.178 
To address this drastic economic downturn, the IMF recommended Ghana implement 
neoliberal reforms which included implementing economic reforms. One reform measure was to 
devalue its currency which would encourage exports and limit imports.179 However, Opoku 
points to three immediate adverse effects. First, banks were reluctant to loan huge sums of cedis 
that local firms needed to buy dollars, in part because revaluing assets offered to serve as 
collateral in the face of steep devaluation proved to be risky and difficult.180 Secondly, in order to 
limit the volume and value of imports, the Bank of Ghana required entrepreneurs who were 
bidding for foreign exchange to deposit 100 percent of the cedi value of their auction bid.181 This 
had the adverse effect of “locking-up” much needed capital.182 Third, businesses that had 
borrowed money in foreign currency, experienced serious challenges in repaying those loans 
because the value of the cedi was declining at a rate far higher than any profit margin these 
businesses could make.183 Hence, one can see that currency devaluation made it difficult for 
businesses to grow and thrive. 
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 The second reform measure was to increase interest rates which was viewed as necessary 
to reduce excess demand and inflation.184 In the early 1980s to the mid-1990s, the interest rate 
was above 30 percent, and by the late 1990s, interest rates had reached 51 percent.185 Those high 
interest rates and lack of access to additional credit restricted the investment and growth of local 
businesses which led to increased unemployment. 186  
 The third reform measure was trade liberalization, which was viewed as necessary to 
Ghana’s economic recovery. While local manufacturers initially embraced this measure because 
it led to an increase in imported goods and business, it eventually devastated local industries.187 
For example, Ghana’s textile and leather industry was severely affected and never recovered its 
60 percent output that prevailed in 1977.188 Local manufacturers saw their output dwindle, 
between 1989 and 1996, to an average annual growth rate of 2.7 percent.189 By 2000, 
manufacturing increased by a mere 0.5 percent.190 
 Privatization was also part of the ERP and while successful, Ghana did not experience 
significant gains despite the concessions it made. For example, privatization of Ghana’s gold 
mining industry accompanied by generous incentives attracted significant investment.191 
Approximately $5 billion in foreign direct investment (FDI) flowed into the country.192 That 
amount was more than all other sectors that generated FDI combined.193 Gold production had 
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increased to 2,366,000 ounces in 2001, from 300,000 in 1985. That increase made gold Ghana's 
chief export surpassing cocoa.194 
 Despite those gains, a World Bank study determined that Ghana did not gain significant 
foreign exchange after it accounted for all its outflows.195 Tax revenues were also low because of 
the generous tax breaks the country offered to attract foreign investment.196 Additionally, the 
promise of job creation never materialized because of the “highly capital-intensive nature of 
modern surface mining techniques.”197 Even the local economy of Wassa District, which is the 
epicenter of gold mining, did not experience any significant gains. World Bank staff noted little 
to no positive impact and observed that there was competition for arable land between the 
agriculture and mining sectors, the local infrastructure was still undeveloped, and there were 
high unemployment rates which led to youth demonstrations that culminated in the burning of 
the chief’s palace. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude that Wassa or Ghana as a whole, through 
the concessions made to attract foreign investors, had led to a better economy, either at the local 
or national level, and improved public services and infrastructure. 
 Other aspects of reform included the removal of all quantitative restrictions on imports 
and lowering tariffs to between 10 – 25 percent; a reduction of corporate taxes to 35 percent and 
decreasing the capital gains tax to 5 percent; the elimination of price controls and subsidies; the 
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Neoliberalism and Industrialization 
  As a result of trade liberalization, Opoku argues that local manufacturers faced serious 
competition from imports which they were not prepared to compete against because many of 
their businesses were still in the infant stage.198 This aspect of reforms had devastating 
consequences for local industries. By 1992, 1,200 local industries had collapsed and between 
1995 and 1999, an average of over 470 firms collapsed each year.199 Between trade 
liberalization, scarcity of credit, and high interest rates, the country’s local manufacturers were 
destined to fail.200 But the negative consequences of trade liberalization were not limited to the 
strangulation of infant industries, but on the larger population as well. For example, Ghana failed 
to realize that importing cheap rice imports not only led to a rise in malnutrition, but it also 
increased the country’s food insecurity.201 
The state refused to protect infant industries because the World Bank argued it would 
distort the market.202 Moreover, Kwesi Botchway, Ghana’s Minister of Finance, argued that 
protecting infant industries would not allow them to grow to maturity. Hence, it was only 
through competition that they would be able to grow strong and compete with their global 
counterparts.203 This Darwinian environment strangled infant industries before they could make 
significant contributions to Ghana’s economy. Additionally, while many manufacturers 
consistently raised complaints based on dumping,204 the government failed to raise this 
complaint at the World Trade Organization (WTO). However, even assuming, arguendo, that 
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Ghana contemplated doing so, it is unlikely it would have been able to file a formal complaint 
because a lack of the infrastructure and expertise required to litigate the complaint. 
Bowen and Hoekman make this argument when they state that even if a poor country 
were to pursue the WTO’s dispute resolution mechanism, the WTO system does not allow for 
enforcement which in turn means that poor countries cannot utilize any of the economic benefits 
of their WTO membership.205  If a poor country were to bring an antidumping claim against 
another country, it would need an infrastructure similar to India’s in order to successfully protect 
its interests. This, however, is not the case for many poor countries because many lack the 
resources, expertise, and negotiating skills to effectively pursue their claims. Even if 
renegotiation were an alternative as the Bowen and Hoekman indicate,206 that process can also be 
time consuming and expensive for many poor countries.207 
Ayelazuno argues that as a result of not protecting its local industry, it is not surprising 
that Ghana’s manufacturing industry constituted only 13.5 percent, between 1991 and 2000, and 
only 22.5 percent, between 2001 and 2010, of the country’s exports.208 Additionally, in the last 
two decades, between 1991 and 2010, manufacturing has accounted for less than 10 percent of 
the nation’s GDP.209 The agricultural sector did not fare well either where its contribution 
continued to decrease. For instance, between 1981 and 1990, it contributed 50.7 percent to the 
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The Importance of Tariffs to Developing States: England and North America
211 
In contrast to Ghana and the rest of Africa, the West appreciated the importance of tariffs. 
As the table above indicates, Britain, the U.S., and other developing countries were keen 
advocates of tariffs because they understood the need to protect infant industries that were 
vulnerable to global trade and the importance of tariffs as an additional source of government 
revenue. The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries marked England’s entry into the post-feudal age 
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as an undeveloped economy.212 Prior to 1600, the country imported technology and relied on 
exports of raw wool and low-value-added wool cloth (also known as short cloth) to advanced 
Low Countries,213 particularly the towns of Bruges, Ghent and Ypres, in what is now considered 
part of Belgium.214 British Monarchs imposed taxes on these goods to increase revenue. 
However, because cloth was taxed at a lower rate than raw wool, this encouraged import 
substitution in wool cloth.215 This approach to wool trade was changed by King Edward VII who 
observed how prosperous the Low Countries were in wool manufacturing.216 Beginning in 1489, 
King Edward VII implemented England’s use of tariffs to develop and promote the country’s 
local wool manufacturing industry.217 
King Henry VII only removed export duties on raw wool once it was clear that the wool 
industry had been firmly established. Additionally, he lifted the ban on the export of raw wool 
once it was evident that Britain no longer had the capacity to process all the wool it produced.218 
It was not until 100 years after, under Queen Elizabeth I (1587), King Henry VII’s import 
substitution policy that Britain’s confidence in the international competitive ability of its wool 
manufacturing sector was enough to completely ban the export of raw wool.219 This policy 
proved destructive to manufacturers in Low Countries who could not compete with Britain’s 
tariff policies on raw wool. 
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Britain’s use of tariffs to protect its local industries continued under the mercantile law 
which was reformed in 1721.220 This new law, unlike those promoting wool manufacturing 
above which were also pursued to increase government revenue, was designed to promote the 
growth of manufacturing industries.221 In fact, according to Britain’s first prime minister, Robert 
Walpole, the 1721 policies would promote public policy by importing foreign raw materials and 
exporting manufactured goods.222 The new law required lowering import duties on raw materials 
used by manufacturers, an increase in duty drawbacks223 on imported raw material for 
manufacturers, export duties on most manufacturers were abolished, duties on imported 
manufactured goods were raised significantly, export subsidies on products like sail cloth and 
refined sugar were increased while subsidies in new products such as silk and gunpowder were 
extended. In sum, the new legislation was specifically designed to protect local manufacturers 
from competing with foreign finished goods, encourage and secure the exportation of finished 
products, and spur the manufacturing sector by “bounty and allowance.”224 
In addition to the measures above, in instances where its colonies manufactured superior 
products vis-à-vis its own manufactures, Britain banned any imports that would threaten its 
industries.225 This had a devastating impact on the colonies such as Ireland where as a result of 
Britain’s 1699 Wool Act, its wool industry, which was far more superior than Britain’s, was 
effectively decimated.226 India’s cotton industry, which was considered the world’s most 
efficient cotton manufacturing sector, was destined to suffer the same fate after Britain, in 1700, 
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enacted a ban on Indian cotton products, which were far superior to British cotton.227 The death 
knell to India’s cotton industry occurred in 1813, when the East India Company monopoly in 
international trade was broken by Britain, which now had a more efficient cotton industry than 
India. By 1873, British cotton accounted for 40-45 percent of India’s cotton textile imports.228  
The clarion call for free trade by British manufactures begun in 1815, despite the passage 
of a new Corn Law designed to protect the agricultural sector, because they were now confident 
that their manufacturing industries were now strong enough to compete globally.229 Most of its 
manufacturing sectors now had the reputation of being amongst the world’s most efficient 
industries with the exception of countries like Belgium and Switzerland which still lead the way 
because of their technological superiority.230 
Britain’s attitude towards trade liberalization shifted in the 1850s with the passage of 
Gladstone’s budget and the ratification of the Anglo-French free trade treaty (aka Cobden-
Chevalier Treaty) where most tariffs were rescinded.231 This shift is highlighted by the reduction 
in tariffs. For example, in 1848, Britain had 1,146 dutiable articles and by 1860, there were only 
48 dutiable articles, 36 of which were revenue duties on luxury or semi-luxury goods.232 
Britain’s gradual shift towards trade liberalization reduced its complex tariff framework, the 
most complex in Europe at the time, to “half a page on Whitaker’s Almanack.”233 
However, Britain’s trade liberalization was not permanent. In 1880, certain sectors of its 
manufacturing industry requested protection via tariffs and by the early twentieth century, as a 
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British politics.234 Realizing that its manufacturers were losing their competitive advantage to the 
U.S. and Germany, Britain re-introduced large scale tariffs in 1932.235 
The U.S. was no different than Britain in understanding the importance of tariffs to the 
growth and development of its manufacturing sector and has been referred to by Paul Bairoch as 
“the mother country and bastion of modern protectionism.”236 The case against trade 
liberalization was first made by Alexander Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury, in his 
Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury on the Subject of Manufactures (Reports) in 1791.237 In 
the Reports, Hamilton argued that infant industries could not compete internationally unless their 
losses were covered by the government via import duties or in certain cases, the elimination of 
foreign imports.238 When the U.S. Congress gained the authority to tax, it passed a liberal tariff 
act in 1789 which imposed a 5 percent flat rate tariff on all imports with certain exceptions such 
as hemp, glass, and nails.239 By 1792, tariffs had been increased and remained at approximately 
12.5 percent until 1812, when the U.S. was at war with Britain. After that, the U.S. doubled its 
tariffs to meet its war expenses.240 
In 1816, after considerable lobbying from the nascent industry sector, a new law 
maintained tariff levels close to what they were during the war in order to continue protecting 
those industries which included cotton, wool, and iron goods.241 The new law was designed to 
protect those industries because the U.S. no longer needed the revenues generated by tariffs to 
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manufactured goods.243 As the table above indicates, by 1820, tariffs hovered between 35 to 45 
percent. The high tariffs were welcomed by everyone, including the southern states, who 
understood that the tariffs would help their industries grow.244 
However, Southern states began pushing back against tariffs because one, they were 
unable to successfully grow their own industries, and two, they were interested in importing 
goods from Britain which had a great reputation for their great quality.245 With the help of the 
shipping industry in New England and New York, Southern agrarian industries were able to 
defeat proposed legislation to increase tariffs in 1820, 1821, and 1823.246 However, those efforts 
were unable to prevent the enactment of higher tariffs in 1824 and again in 1828 which saw the 
passage of “Tariff of Abominations” which further divided the country on the issue of tariffs.247 
The new law intensified the tensions between northern and western agricultural interests and 
New England manufacturers where the former added high tariffs on raw materials or low value-
added manufacturers that they produced (examples include wool, hemp, flax, fur, and liquor). 
Tensions continued to simmer as another tariff law was passed in 1832. This law required 
a 40 percent tariff rate on manufactured goods.248 While lower than what Southerners 
anticipated, that law offered greater protection to iron and textile products while there was a 40-
45 per cent tariff on wool based products and a 50 percent tariff on clothing.249 The new law led 
to the Nullification Crisis where South Carolina refused to accept it and forced the passage of a 
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for gradual reduction of tariff rates over the next 10 years.250 The law required reductions to 
about 25 percent for manufactured goods and 20 percent for all goods. However, legislators 
reneged on the 10 year promise by raising tariffs to their 1832 levels in 1842.251 An 1846 tariff 
law legislation reduced protections for certain goods. However, the average ad valorem duty for 
51 of the most important goods remained at 27 percent.252 Further reductions were initiated in 
1857 by a coalition of Democrats as a result of lobbying by cloth manufactures who wanted raw 
wool be placed on the “free list” and railroad interests wanted tariff free iron.253 
The issue of tariffs was the cause of considerable tensions between the North and South 
and was, in addition to slavery, an important issue that contributed to the Civil War. Northern 
states would not have pledged support for the Civil War solely based on slavery.254 For Southern 
states, tariffs were a major liability and the possibility of the abolition of slavery still remained, 
at that time, a remote possibility.255 Tariffs primarily benefitted Northern manufactures who 
needed them to protect their industries while southern states viewed them as an “abomination” 
because they significantly raised the costs to southern manufacturing industries.256 In fact, his 
support for tariffs, played an important role in Abraham Lincoln’s (Lincoln) election as President 
in 1860 because Pennsylvania and New Jersey switched their support to the Republican Party 
because it promised to maintain tariffs as a means of protection.257 Many protectionist states 
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understood that Lincoln was a “true blue protectionist” and could be relied upon to keep that 
campaign promise.258 
Staying true to the promise of maintaining tariffs, Lincoln’s tenure as President saw the 
introduction of a new tariff law in 1862. Enactment of the new law, which maintained the 
previous protection percentages, was deemed as necessary to provide compensation for the 
increased excise tax and emergency income tax during the Civil War.259 The new law increased 
tariffs higher than they had ever been, and in most cases, much higher than the new excise tax 
required, in the last 30 years.260 To meet the expenses generated by the Civil War, 1864 saw 
tariff rates raised higher than before and those levels were maintained even after the war 
ended.261 The North’s victory in the war ensured the U.S. was a fervent believer that tariffs were 
necessary to protect infant industries.262 
With the Democrats in power, the Underwood Tariff law was passed in 1913 which 
decreased the average import duty and permitted a large category of goods to enter the country 
duty free.263 The average tariff rate for manufactured goods was reduced to 25 percent from 44 
per cent.264 However, the promise of the new bill was short lived with the beginning of the first 
World War which led to the passage of an emergency tariff bill in 1922 where there was a 30 
percent tariff levied on manufactured imports. It is no coincidence that the bill was passed as the 
Republicans were elected back into power in 1921.265 The Great Depression inspired the 1930 
Smoot-Hawley Act which was a tariff that led to an international tariff law due to its timing after 
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the stock market crash of 1929.266 Smoot-Hawley raised the already high tariffs on foreign 
agricultural imports because its purpose was to support U.S. farmers who had been negatively 
affected by the Depression.267 Congress and President Herbert Hoover calculated that by raising 
taxes on cheap agricultural imports, they would protect American farmers and secure the nation’s 
economy.268 This gambit only increased food prices and countries whose farm goods were 
affected by U.S. tariffs retaliated by imposing their own tariffs which caused a 65 percent 
reduction in global trade.269 
The U.S. finally embarked on trade liberalization after World War II when it was clear, 
with Europe in shambles, that its industrial supremacy would be unchallenged on the world 
stage.270 As the table above indicates, U.S. tariff rates never went below 35 percent prior to the 
Second World War. This demonstrated a clear understanding on how important tariffs were to 
the U.S. to protect its infant industries as well as raising revenue for the country. Like Britain, 
the U.S. only reduced tariffs when it was clear that its domestic industry could comfortably 
compete on the world stage.  
These lessons however were lost on Ghana, and other African countries, because it 
liberalized its trade regime when its infant industries were unable to compete internationally 
without significant government assistance. While it is reasonable to argue that tariffs alone do 
not guarantee economic development, it is unmistakable that using them does influence the 
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economic trajectory of any developing country.271 In fact, as highlighted by the table above, the 
inconvenient truth is that for many industrialized nations, protectionism was a key development 
strategy.272 During the industrialization period, countries in Europe and North America all 
utilized similar policies that included special subsidies for manufactured exports and processed 
commodities; taxes and quantitative restrictions implemented to discourage the export of raw 
materials; increased state investment in infrastructure development such as canals and railways; 
state policies aimed at obtaining foreign technology such as obtaining advanced machinery273 
and actively wooing foreign technicians which, it should be noted, can be in violation of another 
state’s laws. Other state led developmental strategies include providing subsidized raw materials 
and setting up export-quality inspection standards designed to improve the quality and reputation 
of goods produced in the country.274 
Hence, the IMF and WTO’s requirement that a country must liberalize its trading 
framework also underscores the predatory nature of international trade when it comes to African 
countries. If a majority of the countries in the table used tariffs to protect and nurture their 
nascent industries, it is reasonable to conclude that African countries, after independence, should 
have used tariffs to nurture and develop their domestic industries. Today, African countries 
would be within their rights to abandon membership their membership with the WTO and initiate 
the necessary tariffs to develop their own industrial sectors. 
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Neoliberalism’s Effect on Employment, Wages, and Poverty in Ghana 
Ayelazuno further states the real effects of the ERP were on the ground where there was 
rapid pauperization of many Ghanaians.275 Supporting Ayelazuno’s argument, Obeng-Odom 
indicates that in employment, between 1985 and 1991, there was an annual 3.7 percent decrease 
in formal sector employment.276 This, in part, was due to the sale of over 300 state enterprises 
which reduced formal sector employment from 18 percent in 1989 to 13 percent in 1999.277 
Approximately 147,000 people lost their jobs between 1960 and 1991.278 The assumption that 
private sector employment was going to absorb former public employees failed to materialize 
because it did not significantly increase the number of employment opportunities.279 In fact, 
between 1991/1992 and 2005/2006, the private sector accounted for a dismal increase in jobs, 
rising to 3.8 percent from 1.4 percent.280 Additionally, a majority of the private sector jobs came 
from firms that employed fewer than 11 people.281 As a result, Ghana experienced a rise in 
informal private sector employment282 as unemployed Ghanaians sought opportunities in that 
sector.283  
The private sector not only failed to expand and provide additional jobs for those who 
lost jobs in the public sector, but the jobs it did provide were located in Ghana’s capital city, 
Accra, which was also the region with the least poverty.284 For instance, only one private sector 
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development project was located in the upper west region of Ghana which was marked by 
extreme poverty, 68.3 percent,285 between 2001 and 2009.286 In the Northern region, 57.4 percent 
of the people lived in extreme poverty, while 79.6 percent of the people in the Upper East also 
lived in similar conditions.287 This concentration of poverty had the adverse effect of uneven 
geographic development across Ghana.288 Additionally, 6 out of every 10 private sector 
employees worked in organizations where they had no employment contracts, while 67 percent 
worked without a union.289  
The ERP also had an adverse effect on wages where the state was required to reduce the 
public sector’s budget with respect to salaries. Laying off public sector workers was also aimed 
at addressing this issue, and  the salaries of those employees who were retained was registered at 
less than 50 percent of the pre-ERP levels.290 Thus, even when the adjustment period was over 
and the state substantially increased wages, those wages were still low because they failed to 
keep up with the cost of living adjustments.291 The average monthly earnings were $170, while 
in Cameroon it was $467, $333 in Kenya, $176 in Zambia, and $328 in Zimbabwe.292 
Ghana’s low wages can be explained by the state’s need to depress wages to satisfy the 
conditions of ERP, restrictions on workers’ rights, and a private sector that also kept wages 
low.293 The corollary to low wages was an increase in the number of people wallowing in 
poverty. In 1991/1992, close to 8 million people were classified as living in poverty.294 
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Ayelazano points to the ERP as being responsible for the increased poverty because of the 
yawning gulf between the rich and the poor.295 
In response to the rising social and economic dislocation, Ghana’s Trade Union Congress 
began leading protests against the IMF’s ERP.296 Donors, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), and the World Bank quickly realized that the continued protests would interfere with 
Ghana’s progress as a potential free-market success story and decided to form the Program of 
Action to Mitigate the Social Costs of Adjustment (PAMSCAD).297 The program was designed 
to soften the blow from the ERP and would target laid-off workers from the civil service and 
state-owned enterprises from the rural and urban areas.  Additionally, NGOs would also be 
responsible for stepping into the service delivery space where state activity would either be 
nominal or non-existent. These spaces included health care, education, and “agricultural 
extension.”298 As a result, by 1991, there were 350 NGOs, excluding many village level 
associations, up from just 10 registered NGOs in 1960, that were formally recognized.299 
However, the government initially viewed the NGOs with increased suspicion due to 
their relative independence and access to resources.300 The government’s tenuous hold on power 
made it difficult to appreciate the need for NGOs to meet the immediate needs of the population 
and thus tried to narrow the political space that NGOs could be active. A key tactic in 
proscribing the role of NGOs in the political sphere was to imprison NGO activists and forcing 
other activists and critics of the ERP to leave Ghana.301 It is important to note that political 
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repression was the government’s reaction to the threat of delegitimization presented by NGOs 
because it (government) was unable to provide basic services due to the ERP.  
The World Bank and other donors enabling and encouraging an increase in the NGOs in 
Ghana however failed to take into consideration that the government was also being denied the 
opportunity to strengthen its institutional capacity and expertise in providing services that have 
traditionally been the domain of the state. By forcing the government to lay off government 
workers, this resulted in the loss of employees who had the institutional expertise and memory to 
provide and improve government services. Even when the government was able to hire workers, 
it did not mean they were able to hire skilled employees who possessed the expertise necessary 
to improve government services. The World Bank’s advocacy for increased involvement by 
NGOs contradicted its own “good governance” mantra because NGOs were actively   
undermining the state’s ability to govern well and improve service delivery because it 
increasingly came to rely on NGOs to provide social services.302 The Bank and foreign donors 
should have realized that a “both and philosophy,” was necessary because a strong state was also 
critical to ensure long term sustainability of the projects NGOs were implementing.303  
Ironically, NGOs also became the sites of voracious accumulation because of their access 
to resources in contrast to the state which, as a result of the ERP, experienced a reduction of 
resources.304 For instance government officials employed by the Ministry of Health realized the 
bonanza that NGOs and Community groups presented prompting them to start their own NGOs 
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(Martin points to NGO personnel who brought in western living standards, personnel, and purchasing power that 
promised to disrupt local markets which generated resentments from the local population. Additionally, NGOs not 
only diverted funds from African governments, but African governments came to view them as challenging their 
sovereignty), xvii. 
304 Gary, 163. 
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and community groups to access some of the resources being funneled by foreign donors.305 
Former and current civil service employees, including high placed bureaucrats used their 
connections to negotiate additional resources from the international aid system.306 This conflict 
of interest only created the perfect conditions for corruption to take place. 
Conclusion 
 In a conversation critiquing neoliberalism, Noam Chomsky quoted former Brazilian 
military dictator, General Emilio Medici, who offering his opinion on neoliberal reforms in 
Brazil remarked, “the economy is doing fine, but the people are not.”307 Ghana’s experiment 
with neoliberalism personifies General Medici’s one sentence observation of neoliberalism’s 
effect on a country. As I pointed out earlier, while Obama lauded Ghana’s economy for its 
spectacular growth rate, he failed to acknowledge that social indicators were showing reduced 
progress for a majority of Ghanaians.  By ignoring the social costs that Ghanaians continue to 
pay in terms of reduced investments in health care and education, fewer employment 
opportunities, a reduced regulatory framework, and a weak industrial sector, neoliberalism 
continues to effectively stunt Ghana’s economic growth. Even more disconcerting is that 
structural adjustment programs are imposed on governments which severely curtail their 
sovereignty. Most, if not all, of the requirements of any structural adjustment program would not 
be agreed to by the local population because they promise, as I have highlighted above, to 
drastically reduce their quality of life. 
Thus, Ghana’s ERP was a misguided attempt to promote good governance and sound 
economic policies. What Ghana needed was the opportunity to pursue its own developmental 
 
305 Ibid., 162. 
306 Ibid. 
307 UmassEconomics. (April 19, 2017). Noam Chomsky, “Neo-liberalism: An Accounting.” Retrieved from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7EyfO0TRm4&t=3150s 
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path without the interference of the U.S., IMF, and World Bank. Had it been allowed to do so, it 
is possible Ghana, and Africa in general, would look radically different today. It is clear that 
neoliberal reforms had the adverse effect of not only stunting Ghana’s economic growth, but 
increasing the level of social misery for many of its citizens. The imposed austerity measures 
have also contributed to not just Ghana’s,308 but Africa’s debt crisis,309 leading to infrastructure 
collapse, increased poverty, reduced access to health care310 which has also led to high rates of 
HIV/AIDs, low wages, declining interest rates, an unprecedent rise in slums, and overall low 
rates of human development.311  
It is also reasonable to conclude that neoliberal reforms were not going to bring about the 
type of economic growth envisioned by the IMF and World Bank, but should be understood as a 
key strategy to integrate Africa into the international market economy. However, what many 
western governments, and the IMF and World Bank in particular, failed to realize is that 
integrating African economies via structural adjustment programs, loans, aid, and trade 
liberalization only served to reinforce structural conditions of weak states, political instability, 
and uneven economic development borne out of colonialism.312  
Africa’s integration into the global economy has actually led to the maintenance and 
entrenchment of the parasitic relationship that was emblematic of colonialism where, in the 
1950s and 1960s, western investment and development were able to extract and accumulate 
 
308 Azikwe, Abayomi. 23 November, 2015. The Re-emerging African Debt Crisis: Renewed IMF “Economic 
Medicine.” Committee for the Abolition of Illegitimate Debt. Retrieved from http://www.cadtm.org/The-Re-
emerging-African-Debt (The IMF issued its first loan to Ghana in 1966. That predatory relationship has continued 
where in 2009, Ghana was loaned $602 million. In April of 2015, the IMF loaned Ghana another $918 million to 
assist with economic growth as well as job creation). 
309 Azikwe, (In 2015, Africa’s sovereign debt levels rose to 44 percent of the GDP, a 10 percent increase from 2010 
where Africa’s debt-to GDP ratio was 34 percent). 
310 Davis, 148 (Between 1975 and 1983, Ghana reduced its spending on health and education by 80 percent. As a 
result, half of the nation’s doctors left the country). 
311 Wengraf, kindle version. 
312 Wengraf, Kindle version. 
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fantastic sums of wealth from Africa. From the 1970s to the present, SAPs, Third World debt, 
and neoliberalism, including the explosion in private investment due to the favorable business 
environment created by the IMF and World Trade Organization continue to replicate the colonial 
relationship.313 
As many scholars have pointed out, the state has always been critical to a nation’s 
development especially when it comes to promoting infant industries and protecting workers’ 
rights. Relegating the state to the periphery who’s only task is to create favorable conditions for 
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Section III 
Towards African Socialism 
 
According to Tetteh A. Kofi, African socialist thought, as distinct from European 
socialism, emerged in the early 1960s as a wave of new leaders began the difficult task of 
forging a post-colonial state.314 There were two waves of this socialist thought. The first wave 
was a mix of “utopian, populist and Marxist-Leninist ideas” as espoused by African intellectuals 
and political leaders.315 This first wave itself could be divided into two camps. In one camp you 
had Nyerere and Leopold Senghor who grounded their socialism in African traditional culture 
which they determined was ready to be transitioned towards socialism.316 The second camp was 
comprised of Nkrumah, Sekou Toure, and Modibo Keita who fused some ideas of Marxist-
Leninist thought to develop their ideas of African socialism.317  
The second wave of African socialist thought emerged from the Lusophone countries318 
who achieved independence via armed struggle unlike Nyerere or Nkrumah who ascended to 
power via constitutional referendum.319 For Amilcar Cabral of Guinea Bissau, Agostinho Neto of 
Angola, and Eduardo Mondlane of Mozambique, African socialism proved ill-equipped to 
support their armed struggle for independence because it failed to take into account “the 
universal character of the evolution of mankind,” the presence of social classes with opposing 
class interests, and the long-term implications these class differences would have on the post-
colonial state.320 Hence, this emphasized the need to develop a scientific socialism that did not 
 
314 Wilber, Charles K. and Jameson, Kenneth P. 1982. Socialist Models of Development. (Oxford: Pergamon Press), 
854. 
315 Ibid. 854. 
316 Ibid. 
317 Ibid. 
318 These countries include Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, São Tomé and Príncipe and 
Equatorial Guinea. Kofi restricts his analysis to Angola, Guinea-Bissau, and Mozambique. 
319 Ibid. 855. 
320 Ibid. 856. 
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rely on the “utopian reverence of  pre-capitalist African societies as socialist.” Rather, the 
socialism that emerged from armed struggle had to be tailored to speak to their experience and 
reality, in essence, it had to be anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist as articulated by Karl Marx 
and V.I. Lenin.321 
Cabral, unlike Nyerere and Nkrumah, chose to root his revolutionary socialist theory in 
the experience of the masses fighting against Portuguese colonialism.322 For Cabral, building the 
revolutionary movement translated to nation-building which required acknowledging and 
respecting the multiethnic nature of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde and grappling with the need 
to match and transcend ethnic identity without trying to replace it completely with a national 
identity.323 This meant that liberation could not be ushered in through a single political party 
because in order for the liberation to be truly national in scope, it had to be pursued via mass 
activity.324  
Additionally, Cabral also recognized the need to ally with the petit bourgeoise325 because 
their skills and knowledge would be important to the revolutionary movement. However, Cabral 
noted that the immediate challenge with this class was whether they were willing to commit class 
suicide.326 While they were willing to fight against colonial oppression, the petit bourgeoise had 
no reservations in betraying the social revolution. The story of African liberation movements is 
 
321 Ibid. 856. 
322 Firoze, Mnaji and Fletcher, Bill. 2013. Claim No Easy Victories: The Legacy of Amilcar Cabral (Council for the 
Development of Social Science Research in Africa and Daraja Press), 8-9. 
323 Ibid. 9. 
324 Ibid. 22. 
325 Ibid. 19 (As a class, according to Cabral, the petit bourgeoisie is defined by its small-mindedness, individualism, 
and egotism). 
326 Ibid. 6; Ibid., 410-11 (Cabral defines class suicide as the petite bourgeoise, because it plays a leading role in the 
national liberation struggle, abandoning the aspirations of their class origins and finding their place within the 
working class and peasantry of the country. Because class suicide had to be social, it had to be linked to building a 
revolutionary movement for social transformation where the oppressed are the direct instruments of their own 
liberation. This meant moving away from their hierarchical relationship with the masses, such as serving as doctors, 
lawyers, professors, etc.) 
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littered with heartbreaking examples of the petit bourgeoisie demonstrating their inability to 
resist the acquisition of “privilege, wealth, accumulation, and self-aggrandizement” that 
independence promised for the greater good.327 
Moreover, Cabral differed from Nkrumah and Nyerere by emphasizing the importance of 
understanding the actual culture of those who were oppressed by dialectically examining the 
culture, “both in its positive and negative features.”328 Cabral correctly understood that 
colonialism, in addition to its oppressive and exploitative character, had violently disrupted what 
would have been the natural course of development for pre-colonial African societies and 
deformed their evolutionary process.329 By rejecting the superiority of the dominant culture and 
the notion the masses were backward and ignorant, national liberation had to achieve more than 
freedom from domination and oppression. It also had to facilitate the process of helping Africans 
regain their dignity, humanity and self-determination.330 Cabral’s “return to history” linked the 
history of the masses to the future and emphasized the need for the masses to recreate themselves 
in the current political, economic, and social environment.331 That is, as Bill Fletcher Jr. puts it, 
understanding history was insufficient in the absence of a popular revolutionary project.332 
Both Nkrumah, former President of Ghana, and Nyerere, former President of Tanzania, 
had long argued that the absence of legal, political, and economic institutions that emphasized 
and enforced an internationalized principal against nondomination left the domestic politics of 
 
327 Ibid. 
328 Ibid. 410. 
329 Ibid. 412; see also Rodney, Walter. 1972. How Europe Underdeveloped Africa. (Washington D.C. Howard 
University Press) (Rodney makes a similar argument by pointing out that African and Asian countries were 
developing independently until they were colonized by capitalist states. . . Additionally, Rodney states that Africans, 
as a result of colonialism, experienced a cultural and psychological crisis and accepted, to some degree, notions of 
white supremacy), 14-21. 
330 Ibid. 
331 Ibid. 
332 Ibid.  
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any post-colonial state susceptible to imperialism and capitalism.333 Key to obviating this 
looming threat, Nkrumah and Nyerere understood that self-determination was necessary to 
navigate an international environment characterized by imperial hierarchy and domination.334 At 
the domestic level, self-determination envisioned the democratic post-colonial state as one 
committed to economic development and an egalitarian redistribution of wealth.335  
Shaped by his intellectual pursuits, years in the U.S. and England, the influence of the 
Pan-Africanist, George Padmore, his activism in the Pan-Africanist Movement, working for the 
West African National Secretariat , and the West African Students Union,336 Nkrumah came to 
the conclusion that there was no industrial model that new independent African countries could 
replicate.337 He noted that while India and China were making considerable strides towards their 
development, both countries had wide swaths of land and huge populations which were crucial 
for their industrialization and economic independence.338 In Ghana, colonialism had prevented 
Africans from accumulating the capital necessary to pursue industrialization. Thus, Nkrumah 
argued, the state had to play a central role in laying the foundation for the economic and soial 
development of Ghana through socialism which would be built on the existing African social 
systems because the underlying principals [of socialism] were the same.339 
Emerging to lead Tanzania after British colonialism, Nyerere also envisioned a state 
based on socialism. Nyerere’s vision was to be ‘people-centered’ because wealth creation was 
the antithesis of people being able to achieve their fullest potential.340 Nyerere understood that 
 
333 Getachew, Adom. 2019. Worldmaking After Empire: The Rise and Fall of Self-Determination. (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press), 4. 
334 Ibid. 
335 Ibid. 
336 Sherwood, Marika. 1996. Kwame Nkrumah: The Years Abroad – 1935-1947. (Ghana: Freedom Publications). 
337 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite. 118-119. 
338 Ibid. 
339 Ibid. 855. 
340 Nyerere, Julius K. Ujamaa Essays on Socialism. 1968. (London: Oxford University Press),  
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societies that prioritized human development as opposed to pursuing development for the crass 
accumulation of wealth would ensure a more egalitarian society that prevented the sharp class 
divisions that were prevalent in the U.S. and England. Both countries pursued capitalism which, 
as explained earlier, sanctioned and legitimized racialized exploitation and oppression 
domestically and internationally.341 Nyerere’s socialism also highlighted four factors that were 
important for Tanzania’s development. They included people, land, progressive policies, and 
good leadership.342 
Upon ascending into power, Nkrumah and Nyerere both set about attempting to pursue a 
non-capitalist path to socialism. However, even though they both believed that African 
communalism and its precolonial-capitalist institutions could serve as the foundation for a future 
socialist state, each chose a different path to pursue socialism. This section will examine how 
Nkrumah and Nyerere pursued socialism in their respective countries. The remainder of the 
thesis will also analyze briefly what challenges Nkrumah and Nyerere encountered as they 
pursued and implemented a socialist agenda. The thesis will conclude by offering a new vison 
for socialism in Africa.   
Socialism in Ghana 
After independence, Nkrumah immediately prioritized the elimination of poverty, full 
employment, affordable housing, increasing literacy rates, improving access to health care, and 
creating cultural institutions.343 To achieve these goals, he identified socialism as the right 
ideology to pursue these goals.344 To Nkrumah, socialism was defined as the general public 
 
341 Ibid. 2-3; Chachege and Cassam, Loc 1699. 
342 Chachege and Cassam, Loc 1706. 
343 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite. 118-119.; see also Chachege, Chambi and Cassam, Annar. Africa’s Liberation: 
The Legacy of Nyerere. 2010. (Kampala: Pambazuka Press), Loc 1699. 
344 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 119. 
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owning the means of production,345 including Ghana’s natural resources such as land and mineral 
resources, as a means to fulfill the needs of all Ghanaians.346 The state, in this vision, would be 
the primary vehicle to implement a socialist agenda because Nkrumah understood the post-
colonial state had to take several steps to implement socialism.347  
These steps included appreciating that the state institutions inherited from colonialism 
needed to be “overhauled and adapted” to address the challenges confronting the new 
independent nation. Also key to this socialist vision was a fiscal policy designed to encourage 
and stimulate economic investment while preserving Ghana’s economic independence.348 
Nkrumah emphasized that economic independence was key to Ghana’s socialist future because it 
would be a contradiction in terms, for instance, to encourage and facilitate foreign investment as 
part of Ghana’s overall development strategy, only to experience capital flight or realize little to 
no gains from encouraging foreign investment.349 Additionally, Nkrumah understood the need for 
socialist ideology to permeate every sector of government, especially in the attitudes of all public 
servants. He encouraged public servants to acquire and develop a “socialist perspective” as well 
as a “socialist drive” aimed at addressing and meeting the demands of the larger population.350 
Moreover, he cautioned against public servants who moonlighted as businessmen and passed 
legislation to limit the ability of legislators to own property.351 Nkrumah understood that it would 
 
345 Stephens, John D. 1979. The Transition from Capitalism to Socialism. (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd.), 3 
(According to Karl Marx, the basis of any society is determined by the system of production. This means that the 
position of any individual in a society is defined by his relationship to the means of production. Thus, because power 
in most societies flows from the ownership of property, those who own the means of production will be able to 
monopolize and dominate the surpluses generated from the economy. If the general public owns the means of 
production, it is highly unlikely for any society to experience the gross distortions of wealth that a prevalent in 
capitalist countries where a small group of people control the means of production). 
346  Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, at 119. 
347 Ibid. at 119-120. 
348 Ibid. 123. 
349 Ibid. 123. 
350 Ibid. 124. 
351 Ibid. 124. 
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be easy for legislators to put their individual needs ahead of the masses, especially because he 
was pursuing a rapid development strategy.352  
In attempting to accelerate Ghana’s development, Nkrumah relied on the false 
assumption that rapid industrialization was the best way to achieve economic self-sufficiency.353 
In part, this rationale was drawn from observing that the west had “good” industrial economies 
and therefore, in order for Africa to overcome its underdevelopment, it should model its 
development programs after the west.354  
For example, Ghana’s Akosombo Dam, built with assistance from the World Bank, the 
United States, and England was supposed to provide electricity throughout Southern Ghana. But 
the advice provided by European experts failed to take into account the possibility of droughts 
which is exactly what happened.355 The level of the Volta Lake where the dam was located fell 
below the recommended levels as a result of a drought which rendered it unusable.356 However, 
Ghana was still liable for the loans it acquired to pay for the defunct dam. Another example 
includes the Ghanaian Valco Aluminum Company which was an American run company that 
processed bauxite. Ghana agreed to provide Valco with cheap electricity believing that Valco 
would process Ghana’s bauxite.357 However, Valco chose to process American bauxite which it 
shipped into Ghana from Jamaica.358 When the price of electricity increased to its “real cost 
level,” Valco closed the factory.359  
 
352 Ibid. 123. 
353 Shillington, Kevin. History of Africa. 1995. (New York: St. Martin’s Press), 411- 412. 
354 Ibid. 411; see also Getachew, 147-48 (Nkrumah’s justification for the state’s role in development, citing w.w. 
Rostow, was that postcolonial states needed to “take-off” to move rapidly through the stages of development). 
355 Shillington, 412. 
356 Ibid. 412-13. 
357 Ibid. 412. 
358 Ibid. 412. 
359 Ibid. 412 
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Both examples highlight the crystallization of Nkrumah’s fears where foreign investment 
failed to yield considerable financial gain for Ghana. Additionally, the examples illustrate the 
false start that many African leaders made by attempting to imitate western development 
programs by one, relying on western definitions of progress which were not suited to the African 
economic and environmental terrain, and two, there was a failure to appreciate the long industrial 
process in the west which should have cautioned post-colonial leaders in realizing that 
industrialization would not happen overnight.360 This pursuit to mimic the west was particularly 
puzzling because Africa’s underdevelopment was constitutive of western development and 
therefore, no matter how much effort was expended, Africa could never replicate the western 
development model.361 Instead, what was desperately needed were new developmental models 
specifically designed to overcome the historical conditions created by the colonial-capitalist 
economy.362 Under Nkrumah’s socialism, economic surpluses were to be drawn from “increased 
production”363 which would finance Ghana’s development. As the state widened its involvement 
in economic development, the state would gradually decrease its reliance on taxes and dues 
while requiring private enterprise, both international and domestic, to contribute their share 
through taxes and or dues.364 According to Nkrumah, Ghana’s primary source of wealth would 
come from increased productivity.365 However, Nkrumah acknowledged that his socialist vision 
 
360 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 118 (Nkrumah understood and appreciated that industrialization in Europe and the 
U.S. had taken a long time. He was also aware that the U.S. had the advantage of vast tracts of land and slavery that 
were both indispensable to its development and global hegemony. His keen insight on this should have allowed him 
to appreciate the challenges of the nascent post-colonial state and be aware that Africa’s progress, and Ghana’s in 
particular, would take a long time). 
361 Getachew 149. 
362 Ibid., 152. 
363 Shillington, 411 (It is likely Nkrumah was referring to increased production from mineral and agricultural 
exports. However, the high global prices paid for Africa’s mineral and agricultural goods was temporary because 
when those prices dropped, many African countries, including Ghana, found their purchasing power greatly 
reduced); see also Getachew, 142-143. 
364 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 123. 
365 Ibid. 123. 
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would not lead to an immediate rise in the standard of living for all Ghanaians given that Ghana 
was still in the early stages of industrialization and there was a need to reinvest capital in the 
country’s development.366 Thus, surpluses from increased productivity would also be used to 
strike a balance between capital development and the development of secondary industries. To 
compliment this approach, incomes would be set at levels that would allow Ghanaians to afford a 
reasonable living standard.367 
Nkrumah divided Ghana’s economy into five sectors. One, state enterprises; two, 
enterprises owned by foreign private interests; three, enterprises jointly owned by state and 
foreign private interests; four, [worker] co-operatives; and five, private small-scale Ghanaian 
enterprises.368 While recognizing the private-public nature of these enterprises, Nkrumah 
mandated that no individual would have the “exclusive rights of operation” in any sector.369 
However, he made an exception in private small-scale  personal enterprises that would be 
reserved for Ghanaian citizens to “encourage and utilize personal initiative and skill” among 
Ghanaians.370  
Conspicuously missing from this development strategy was an education and propaganda 
program to develop social revolutionaries in the various classes to prevent the national bourgeois 
from short circuiting the socialist revolution after independence.371 Additionally, Nkrumah’s 
development strategy opened its arms to the comprador class which included indigenous 
landowners, businessmen, and politicians.372 This comprador class was the least likely to 
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participate in Ghana’s march towards socialism because they would be complicit in their own 
class suicide because a socialist agenda would prevent them from realizing the gains promised by 
capitalism. By failing to include a program designed to recruit and cultivate allies from all social 
classes, Nkrumah missed an opportunity to create a cadre of revolutionary vanguards who would 
be critical to the socialist transformation he envisioned.373  
Nkrumah correctly identified the importance of a diversified economy as critical to 
Ghana’s socialist future but because these sectors would take time to develop, increasing 
agricultural output became a priority.374 This would require transforming Ghana’s subsistence 
farms into “commodity producing farms” that would one, feed Ghanaians; two, produce raw 
materials for secondary industries; and three, produce cash crops for exports to increase foreign 
exchange earnings. 375 Investments that promised quick capital formation, would decrease 
imports while increasing exports, and reduce the economic disparities in different regions of the 
country due to colonialism would be prioritized.376 This development strategy, while setting 
annual targets also took into consideration the needs of the population, and the population’s 
current and potential skills.377 The targeted goals would allow the state to evaluate how effective 
these strategies were as well as determining how adequate the populations’ skills were in 
achieving these targets. Evaluating the skills would permit the state to determine whether 
retraining was needed or training programs for new skills was necessary. 
Because Nkrumah’s view on social transformation was largely shaped by his stance on 
anti-colonialism, he failed to realize and appreciate the importance of internal class conflict 
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within Ghana and other African societies.378 The popularity of his political party, Convention 
Peoples Party, may have been partially responsible for his blind spot because he assumed it 
would keep “other interest groups in check.”379 Nkrumah believed that a “one-party system could 
control and steer African societies toward socialism at the national, regional, and continental 
levels.”380 Rejecting the necessity of perpetual class revolution as essential to transitioning to 
socialism proved to be part of the reason why he was deposed by a motley of interest groups 
opposed to Marxism.381 
Socialism in Tanzania 
Similar to Nkrumah, Nyerere’s definition of socialism also included "an attitude of 
mind.”382 For Nyerere, the key to a socialist society was a socialist mind which emphasized the 
need for people to take care of one another.383 Nyerere drew his vision and understanding of 
socialism from traditional African society where everyone was a “worker,” meaning that 
everyone contributed their fair share of what they produced.384 This resulted in an egalitarian 
society where the majority rarely went hungry or without shelter.385 Nyerere chose the Swahili 
term Ujamaa, whose literal translation is “familyhood,” to describe socialism as applicable to 
Tanzania.386 Nyerere emphasized Ujamaa because, it underscored the African-ness of the policy 
he intended to pursue in implementing socialism,387 and signified a rejection of Western style 
 
378 Wilber and Jameson, 856. 
379 Ibid. 856. 
380 Ibid. 855. 
381 Ibid. 856; see also Getachew, 150 (contributing factors that united this group included popular support from 
Ghanaians experiencing economic crisis and political suppression. A decline in cocoa prices, increasing state 
expenditures, and unfettered corruption left Ghana with large debts, a balance of payments crisis, and a high rate of 
inflation).  
382 Nyerere, Julius K. 1968. Ujamaa Essays on Socialism. (London: Oxford University Press), 1. 
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386 Nyerere, Julius K. 1968. Uhuru na Ujamaa: Freedom and Socialism. (London: Oxford University Press), 4. 
387 Nyerere, Uhuru na Ujamaa, 2. 
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democracy.388 Hence, his vision was to build on African communal systems by bypassing 
capitalism and transitioning to socialism.389 Central to Nyerere’s articulation of socialism, was 
that it was an ideology whose main purpose was to be in the service of man, promote the equality 
of all men, dedicated to human development, and be committed to upholding human dignity.390 
The Arusha Declaration crystallized Nyerere’s socialist vision for Tanzania. It was the 
Tanzanian African National Union’s (TANU) official policy on socialism and self-reliance.391 In 
it, TANU affirmed its commitment to socialism and rejected capitalism and feudalism.392 
Additionally, it rejected a class based society and promised to pursue a classless egalitarian 
society393 based on equality, human dignity and respect, and be free from exploitation.394 In 
addition to socialism, the Arusha Declaration also advocated self-reliance,395 a policy that placed 
the onus of development on Tanzanians and dedicated the nation’s resources in pursuit of that 
purpose.396 Like Nkrumah, the state would be the primary vehicle responsible for formulating 
and implementing Tanzania’s socialist program.397 
In contrast to African socialism, Nyerere identified European socialism as the antithesis 
to capitalism which was born out of the Agrarian and Industrial Revolutions, where the former 
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393 Getachew, 154 (many peasants had been transformed from small-scale farmers to wage laborers as a result of the 
introduction of cash crops and plantations via colonial capitalism which created inequalities amongst the peasants. 
Left unchecked, Nyerere was concerned that the country would be divided into a farmer and laboring class. The 
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394 Nyerere, Ujamaa: Essays on Socialism, 13-15.  
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created feudalism and the latter produced capitalists and the industrial proletariat.398 Hence, 
unlike African socialism, European socialism owed its existence to capitalism.399 In contrast, on 
Nyerere’s account, African socialism was not born out of any conflict but was rooted in African 
traditional society.400 The challenge for African leaders of the post-colonial state was to transition 
the state from its colonial-capitalist orientation to African socialism. The post-colonial state 
would now have to expand the notion of African socialism beyond the confines of the family unit 
and the boundaries of the tribe.401  
Like Nkrumah, Nyerere also appreciated the challenges of steering the post-colonial state 
towards socialism. The fight for independence across Africa had rarely been rooted in 
ideological struggle, i.e. capitalist versus non-capitalist, but rather, a need to replace colonizers 
with Africans who it was assumed would lead in the best interests of their people.402 Hence, in 
many instances, African leaders such as Kenya’s Jomo Kenyatta preserved capitalism as 
inherited from the colonial state.403 For Nyerere, this was a pyrrhic victory because capitalism 
was all the masses knew and understood, and independence required that Africans be in control 
of the capitalist state.404 Hence, what occurred was not really independence but an exchange of a 
white colonial capitalist who racially oppressed and exploited the masses for a Black capitalist 
who in the interest of acquiring capitalism’s spoils, maintained the exploitative infrastructure of 
 
398 Ibid., 11. 
399 Ibid. 11. 
400 Ibid. 11. 
401 Ibid. 12; see also Nyerere, Uhuru na Ujamaa, 199. 
402 Nyerere, Uhuru na Ujamaa, 27. 
403 Miller, Norman and Yeager, Rodger. 1994. Kenya: The Quest for Prosperity. Second Edition (Colorado: 
Westview Press), 40 (while Kenyatta had articulated a fuzzy co-operative program based on African socialism, he 
abandoned African socialism in favor of capitalism based on both pragmatism and ambition. Capitalism also 
allowed Kenyatta to consolidate his power because civil servants loyal to him were able to use capitalism to exploit 
the masses and reap the same status and rewards as their colonial predecessors). 
404 Nyerere, Uhuru na Ujamaa, 27. 
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capitalism and in certain instances, its brutal means of oppression.405 Staying true to this vision, 
Nyerere nationalized certain industries and the banks406 that were under foreign capital to ensure 
economic control of Tanzania’s economy while reducing its economic dependence.407 For 
Nyerere, a capitalist economy, in the African context, translated to a foreign controlled economy 
and socialism offered the best ideological counter to negate foreign domination.408 
Nyerere’s other considerations in transitioning towards socialism included the creation of 
new economic, political, and social institutions which would be the venues where people would 
be able to articulate their needs.409 These institutions would also serve as the main vehicles 
through which people would learn and understand socialism’s principals and how those 
principals were relevant to their development and freedom.410 To succeed, the state also had to do 
its best to protect these nascent institutions as well as the masses from domestic and international 
subversion to ensure successful dissemination of its socialist ideology.411 Nyerere however did 
not exclude private enterprise and actively encouraged people to start their own productive and 
commercial enterprises.412 This strategy allowed for a mixed economy where public and private 
enterprises would benefit the economy.413 
Pursuant to the Arusha Declaration, Nyerere’s economic program was to be implemented 
via the Ujamaa villagization. The Arusha Declaration emphasized agriculture, while rejecting 
 
405 Ibid. 
406 Ibid., 311. 
407 Ibid., 262-263. 
408 Ibid., 264. 
409 Ibid., 31. 
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412 Nyerere, Uhuru na Ujamaa, 192. 
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industrialization,414 as the chosen path to development where development was defined as 
meeting the needs of Tanzanians.415 Ujamaa villagization would require small-scale peasants to 
live together in a village and share what they produced equally.416 By encouraging villagization, 
the state would be able to modernize farming practices, collect taxes, and provide social 
services.417 However, peasants were unwilling to participate in “communal production” which 
forced the state to pursue a new policy, Operation Vijiji which were developmental villages 
where approximately nine million people were required to live.418 Operation Vijiji quickly 
became unpopular because villagers were now forced to move by the paramilitary.419 
Nyerere falsely believed “that the collectivization of agriculture could be easily achieved 
because of the pre-existing communalism structures,” but having to resort to force to implement 
villagization reveals that he may have overstated his belief that peasants would acquiesce to his 
vision of African socialism.420 Moreover, according to Issa Shivji, Nyerere failed to appreciate 
that his “top-down state benevolence towards the peasant” was unpopular which also reduced the 
likelihood of Operation Vijiji’s success.421 Additionally, in pursuing Operation Vijiji, Nyerere 
dismantled the “rich peasantry” in Basotu, which had been successfully growing wheat, in favor 
of a big parastatal company, the National Agriculture and Food Corporation (NAFCO).422 Not 
only did NAFCO fail, it significantly damaged the environment as well as destroyed the lives of 
 
414 Getachew, 154 (Nyerere rejected industrialization because he believed it exacerbated inequality at the domestic 
and national level because it skewed heavily in favor of the urban sector over the rural sector and needed foreign 
investments which further increased the dependency of the postcolonial state). 
415 Chachege and Cassam, Loc 2002. 
416 Ibid., 2115. 
417 Getachew, 155. 
418 Chachege and Cassam, 2115. 
419 Ibid. 
420 Wilber and Jameson, 854. 
421 Chachege and Cassam, Loc 2141. 
422 Ibid. 
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the peasants who preceded its existence.423 NAFCO also revealed Nyerere’s blind spot in failing 
to understand it as a “harbinger to capitalism” yet viewing the rich peasantry through a capitalist 
lens.424 This outcome also showed that Nyerere did not make the distinction between national 
capitalism and comprador capitalism on one hand and private capitalism and state capitalism on 
the other.425 Being unable to distinguish between these capitalisms, Nyerere did not realize that 
imposing economic democracy or socialism from above was not only an anti-democratic 
venture, but one that kept Tanzania’s economy yoked to capitalist social-relations because 
villagization never really placed control in the hands of peasants. Rather it simply shifted labor 
control and capital accumulation away from the petit bourgeoise to the state bureaucrats.426 To be 
successful, economic democracy and the transition to socialism had to come from below and not 
from above.427 
After stepping down from being president, Nyerere acknowledged that villagization had 
not worked as he envisioned. What should have happened was that the existing village social 
organizations should have been left intact, while the introduction of new ideas would have been 
communalized.428 This may have allowed people to be more open to the possibility of trying 
something new rather than forcing them to accept what they already understood as an intrusion 
into their day to day affairs.429 Additionally, Nyerere noted he would not have nationalized the 
 
423 Ibid., Loc, 2141-2148. 
424 Ibid., Loc 2148. 
425 Ibid., Loc 2148. 
426 Akuno, Kali and Nangwaya, Ajamu. 2017. Jackson Rising: The Struggle for Economic Democracy and Black 
Self-Determination in Jackson, Mississippi. (Mississippi: Daraja Press), Loc 355. 
427 Ibid. 
428 Bunting, I. (1999, January-February). The Heart of Africa: Interview with Julius Nyerere on Anti-Colonialism. 
New Internationalist Magazine. Issue 309. Retrieved from http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/30/049.html 
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sisal plantations because of how difficult it became for the state to manage the agricultural 
sector.430  
Nyerere’s socialist vision did not consider political economy within the context of 
villagization because he may not have understood, unlike Nkrumah, the “political economy of 
imperialism.”431 By not realizing that socialism would have to be implemented via class struggle, 
Nyerere made the mistake of not acknowledging the post-colonial state had a class character and 
therefore would not implement the reforms he envisioned, despite the presence of a selfless and 
committed leader, because of the inevitable class conflict that would take place.432 
Despite these mistakes, Nyerere achieved considerable gains during his tenure as 
president. From the late 1960s to the early 1970s, he was able to ensure food security,433 achieve 
a 91 percent literacy rate,434 and increase the country’s per capita income to $280.435 He could 
have achieved more had it not been for the drought from 1973-74, the 1973 oil crisis, additional 
droughts from 1974-75, the break-up of the East African Community in 1977, the Tanzania-
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Reimagining Socialism in Africa 
Worker Cooperatives 
 
Many people, including Nyerere and Nkrumah, wrongly concluded that making changes 
to the macro-economic aspects of a nation’s economy which included, nationalizing key 
industries, banks, having the state play an active role in the economy such as regulating various 
sectors of the economy, and embracing a mixed economy where both private and public 
enterprises existed side by side meant that the state was socialist.437 However, these macro-
economic changes, also known as state capitalism, democratic-socialism, or a social-welfare 
state are understood as initiating a “more humane, rational, and intelligent capitalism.438  
An example of a social-welfare state was the U.S. government under President Franklin 
Roosevelt who, through his New Deal program, provided a social safety net, a jobs program, 
minimum wage and maximum hour laws, mortgage assistance, and the right for labor to 
organize.439 Other examples include Sweden440 and Finland.441 In each of these examples, 
capitalism is still the organizing economic principal and democratic-socialism, as it currently 
exists in Sweden and Finland, is a result of compromises made between the socialist and 
capitalist elements where the state makes considerable investments in public programs such as 
schools, health care, housing, etc.  
Africa is distinct from the European and North American examples for two reasons. One, 
state-led development did yield economic gains which allowed the post-colonial state to increase 
 
437 Harrington, Socialism: Past and Future, 16-20. 
438 Harrington, 25; see also Wolff, Richard D. 2019. Understanding Socialism. (New York: Democracy at 
Work),110. 
439 Katznelson, 26-29 (It should be noted that the New Deal was administered in a racial discriminatory way to 
appease southern dixiecrats. Blacks were left out of the many programs and protections the New Deal promised). 
440 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 111-115; see also Harrington, 98-102. 
441 Jantti, Markus, Saari, Juho, and Vartiainen, Juhana. (2006). “Growth and Equity in Finland.” Discussion Paper 
No. 2006/06. The United Nations University. Retrieved from https://www.wider.unu.edu/sites/default/files/dp2006-
06.pdf 
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its investments in social services such as health care which led to reduced mortality rates and 
increased life expectancy, and increased spending in education led to higher literacy rates.442 
However, the promise of nascent welfare states in Africa proved to be short lived because 
declining terms of trade and the 1973 oil crisis forced African governments to increasingly rely 
on foreign aid which served as the gateway to neoliberal reforms.443 Secondly, welfare states in 
the U.S., Finland, and Sweden were largely the result of intense domestic pressure to create a set 
of benefits that responded to the immediate needs of their citizens. In Africa, that was not the 
case because many states were emerging from colonialism with anemic state infrastructures still 
dependent on the global economy.444 When prices for African commodities fell, this created the 
illusion that the state was failing and thus contributed to the growing discontent that state-led 
development was failing, thus creating the necessary conditions for neoliberal reforms to be 
introduced. 
What Nyerere and Nkrumah advocated and implemented was the use of the state 
apparatus to develop each country’s productive forces as fast as possible.445 Hence, state-led 
industrialization, which included preserving and encouraging private enterprises, merging state 
capital with foreign capital and becoming a partner in those foreign firms/businesses, inherently 
meant retaining certain aspects of the colonial-capitalist state while weaving into it democratic 
principles.446 In both Tanzania and Ghana, this strategy of state-led development preserved the 
process of production characteristic of capitalist relations i.e. the top-down, hierarchical capitalist 
organization where workers work under the direction of an employer (private citizen/state 
 
442 Getachew, 143.  
443 Ibid. 
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445 Lebowitz, Michael A. 2006. Build It Now: Socialism for the Twenty-First Century. (New York: Monthly Review 
Press), 9. 
446 Mbah, Sam and Igariwey, I.E. 1997. African Anarchism: the history of a movement (Arizona: Sharp Press), Loc 
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official) and had no claim to what their labor produced.447 Additionally, workers played no role in 
the decision making process.448 This also revealed a shortcoming of democratic-socialism 
because the state could became too powerful and easily became a tool of oppression.449 
This employer-employee relationship was the central feature of colonial-capitalism where 
peasants who had small scale farms and only produced food for their consumption and trade 
were transformed into wage earners because their labor was needed to service the needs of 
colonialism.450 Hence, the post-colonial state, even as it sought to transition to a socialist 
economy, left intact the micro-economic aspect of colonial-capitalism which was the employer-
employee relationship. This relationship retained its exploitative character because those who 
had served as intermediaries for the colonialism now ascended to leadership positions and 
wished to maintain and accumulate more wealth.451 This new national bourgeoise relied on 
colonial hand me down tools to hamper both independent trade unions and social movements 
effectively weakening the growth of a nationalist left flank in African politics.452 
Thus, the transition to a 21st Century socialism must completely transform the 
relationship between the employer and the employee. One of the best ways to do this is through 
 
447 Lebowitz, 17; see also Wolff, 31-39, (Wolff highlights that socialism does not have a single definition. He argues 
that socialism allows for co-existing systems such as the USSR whose brand of socialism where enterprises, state-
owned and operated, entered in market-exchange relationships with private corporations. The Chinese socialist 
enterprises, state-owned and operated interacted with private capital within and outside China. However, where a 
state only regulates but does not own any share of the private company, then that state is not socialist. Socialism 
today can be understood as the reorganization of the workplace where workers take the lead in making the key 
decisions. Traditional socialism, in rebuilding the economy from the bottom-up, failed to take the additional step in 
transforming the employer-employee relationship which was the organizing principal under capitalism). 
448 Wolff, 116. 
449 Ibid., 111. 
450 Young, Crawford. 1994. The African Colonial State in Comparative Perspective (New Haven: Yale University 
Press), 199; see also Wengraf, Loc 4860 (Wengraf quotes David Seddon  who points out that the historical creation 
of the African working class emerged from colonial exploitation where, in extorting taxes and levies from rural 
producers, many were forced to increase their agricultural output for sale or become wage earners).  
451 Wengraf, Loc 4830. 
452 Ibid., Loc 4875; see also Davis, 96 (quoting Kwadwo Kanadu-Agyemang, the indigenous elite ascended into the 
‘European posts’ and adopted all the benefits that came with those positions which not only allowed them to 
maintain the status quo, but also used zoning and other city planning mechanisms to create upper class residential 
areas whose access could only be gained through high incomes, position, and clout). 
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worker cooperatives where workers are not only in control of the means of production, but they 
are essentially their own employers.453 Worker cooperatives give everyone who works an 
opportunity to  play an active role in the decision making process which includes “what, how, 
and where the workplace produces, how it uses or distributes its outputs, and how it relates to the 
state.”454 The state’s relationship to the workplace is now defined by workers rather than a small 
minority of private individuals.455 This new relationship releases the state from its role as a 
“neutral” arbiter of conflicts between the employer and employee.456 Workers are now 
responsible for interacting with the state where they “democratically hold the purse strings to 
which the state would have to appeal.”457 Worker cooperatives crystalize notions of democracy in 
the work place on a society-wide basis and maintain an intimate nexus to the surrounding 
community because their decisions directly impact the community’s ecology such as housing, air 
quality, traffic patterns, infrastructure, and schools.458 
For example, in Spain, the Mondragon Corporation (MC) has been widely regarded as a 
successful worker run cooperative. MC was formed in 1956 by Catholic priest named José Maria 
Arizmendiarrieta and a handful of workers to make paraffine heaters459 with the central tenets of 
worker participation, solidarity, and equality. It consists of many co-operatives grouped into four 
areas: industry, finance, retail, and knowledge.460 MC members, collectively, decide which 
 
453 Wolff, 117. 
454 Ibid., 118. 
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459 Gasper, Phil. International Socialist Review. Are Workers’ Cooperatives the Alternative to Capitalism: Co-ops 
Show that Workers can Run Production, But They Don’t Offer a Strategy for Changing Society. Issue#93. Retrieved 
from https://isreview.org/issue/93/are-workers-cooperatives-alternative-capitalism 
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candidates to hire as directors and retain their right to terminate their candidacy.461 It also caps 
the wages of top executives where they cannot earn more than 6.5 times of what the lowest-paid 
workers earn.462 Currently, it is the seventh biggest company in Spain, employs over 80,000 
people, 43 percent of whom are women, in its industrial, retail, and knowledge divisions and its 
2012 earnings were over $19 billion with eighty-six subsidiaries in seventeen countries.463 In 
addition to its various areas of business, it also added a co-operative bank, Caja Laboral, which 
in 2010 held close to $25 billion in deposits.464 MC is committed to job security and has created a 
system that allows workers to transfer or be transferred within its four areas to maintain worker 
parity. If an MC cooperative or store closes because it is unprofitable, MC will retrain and 
relocate those workers to its other enterprises.465 
However, while MC proves worker coops are a viable alternative to capitalism, it also 
confirms that as an oasis in the capitalist desert, it has had to adopt strategies similar to capitalist 
industries in order to remain competitive in the global capital market.466 For example, given 
capitalism’s exploitative tendencies, it would be difficult for worker cooperatives to compete 
without adopting low wages, longer working hours, and a top-down hierarchy. MC adopted a 
similar strategy when it employed low-wage labor in Morocco, Egypt, Thailand, and China.467 
MC’s experience underscores what Lenin, Marx, Friedrich Engels, Leon Trostky argued, that 
socialism cannot exist in one country because its failure to spread will result in either being 





464 Richard, Wolff, 24, June 2012. The Guardian. Yes, there is an alternative to capitalism: Mondragon shows the 
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cooperative or socialism in a single country means it operates in a hostile domestic and 
international environment where global capital, the political elite, and the military can either 
destroy it or co-opt it when sufficiently threatened.468 
 
Organizing and Mobilizing 
 
As a result of neoliberalism, Africans continue to experience increased unemployment, 
land dispossession, job loss, a steep decline in their living standards, as well as political 
dispossession where governments remain unresponsive to their needs, and remain beholden to 
international financial institutions and multinational corporations.469 In response, Africans across 
the continent have continued to engage in acts of resistance designed to protest their continued 
pauperization and inability to determine their own destinies.470 These protests include strikes 
against wage cuts, antipoverty activism, mobilization for AIDS treatment, protests against 
privatization of basic necessities such as water and electricity, and organized movements 
designed to address Africa’s crushing debt.471 These continuing struggles have laid the 
foundation for alliances and the long-term struggle for basic necessities and human-rights for 
workers, students, peasants, and the poor.472 
 However, these protests have also revealed the uneven nature of capitalist development 
given the economic and social dislocation that has occurred due to austerity policies. As a result, 
high unemployment, increased economic informalization, permanent unemployment,473 and the 
 
468 Gasper. 
469 Wengraf, Loc 4897. 
470 Ibid., Loc 4897. 
471 Ibid., Loc 4837. 
472 Ibid., Loc 4837. 
473 Zeilig, Lou. 2009. Class Struggle and Resistance in Africa. (Chicago: Haymarket Books) (quoting Mike Davis, 
Zeilig argues increased economic informalization and permanent unemployment should also be understood as a 
result of increased urbanization which does not translate into increased industrialization. Rather, there is increased 
deindustrialization where urbanization is decoupled from industrialization i.e. which means there have been no gains 
made by formal wage labor), Loc 249. 
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increased movement of peasants to urban centers which has led to a sharp increase in already 
overpopulated slums,474 has given rise to a wide segment of society that is permanently confined 
to the periphery (collectively, the informal proletariat).475 Their existence offers a permanent 
reservoir of cheap labor at the beck and call of domestic and global capitalism.476 The ballooning 
presence of the informal proletariat in slums from India477 to Kenya478 is a conspicuous reminder 
that capitalism does not have the capacity, ability, or solution on how to absorb populations that 
have been dislocated and displaced into life-enhancing activities.479 
The presence of this informal proletariat begs the question, as Mike David posits, to what 
extent does this informal proletariat harbor Marx’s “historical agency” to revolt against the 
domestic and international forces responsible for their current economic, political, and social 
condition?480 This state of affairs, at first blush, seems to flout Marx’s hope for a united 
proletariat that can collectively resist the needs of runaway capitalism. In addition to their 
diminished economic and political conditions, religion, tribalism, xenophobia, and conflict 
between rural and urban communities present serious stumbling blocks to organize a united 
front. These factors exacerbate the desperate despair of an already marginalized population under 
the perpetual threat of permanent exclusion as a result of rapid globalization and automation.  
 However, according to Akuno and Nangwaya, in order to transition from capitalism to 
socialism, the revolutionary thrust has to come from below where workers and their communities 
 
474 Davis, 15 - 17 (global capitalism continues to push people from the countryside into the urban centers despite the 
lack of jobs. Hence, the impetus for “overurbanization” is a reproduction of poverty, as opposed to job availability. 
The salient irony here is that this urbanization does not lead to industrialization and becomes synonymous with 
declining wages, closing factories, and rising unemployment). 
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propel the social transformation process through self-organization and self-management.481 This 
process does not negate attempts by other individuals, organizations, and political forces to 
influence or intervene in the development of workers and their communities.482 Rather, they should 
be permitted to present their best ideas, programs, strategies, tactics, and plans that promise to 
advance the needs and interests of the workers and their communities.483 This means the informal 
proletariat must be understood as the cornerstone for any society aspiring to socialism. 
 Organizing a mass struggle will require recognizing the unevenness within Africa’s 
terrain. This unevenness also emphasizes the importance of the potential role of the working 
class as a liberatory link to the informal proletariat that is also exploited and oppressed.484 To be 
successful, this working class will have to link its interests to the informal proletariat to forge a 
united front against domestic and global capitalism.485 There are already ample examples of the 
working class forging bonds of solidarity and consciousness to unite different groups while 
dispelling the idea that Africa, as Davis implies, is “uniquely or universally a space of 
undifferentiated ‘de-industrialization’ where the working class has been uprooted from formal 
employment.”486 
For instance, South Africa’s Soweto displays clear class diversity where wealthy suburbs, 
working class communities, squatter camps, and informal centers are not only adjacent to one 
another, but are also in close proximity to shopping malls and golf courses.487 The closeness of 
these communities creates the space, whether at work, church, school, or venues offered by 
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community based organizations,488 necessary for the convergence of trade unionists, college 
students, graduates, the unemployed, and informal traders to organize protests on their collective 
interests.489 Additionally, a survey also revealed that households include a mix of family 
members who are employed full-time, part-time, in the informal sector, or unemployed.490 Thus, 
an organized working class would inevitably have to include the informal  proletariat because the 
family unit represents a mix of these class divisions and are not “hermetically sealed off” from 
each other as Davis would suggest.491  
Instances of this class-interest convergence occurred in South Africa and Nigeria. In 
South Africa, there were “service delivery” uprisings where entire communities protested the 
lack of basic services.492 Similarly, in Nigeria, a working-class led strike in 2007 paralyzed the 
economy forcing government offices, gas stations, and stores to close.493 Demands to end the 
strike included reversing the N10 (Naira) increase on petrol, a 15 percent wage increase for 
public-sector workers, and a review of the privatization of oil refineries and state power plants.494 
While the strike was called off before all demands were met, it demonstrated the ability of the 
working-class to also organize the poor and advocate for some of their interests.495 However, it 
should be noted that union leaders have, at times, shared the same values with the ruling elite.496 
This alliance was forged during the pre-independence era where unions allied with nationalist 
political parties to fight for independence.497 Failing to completely identify with the needs of 
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workers and the informal proletariat could prove damaging to organizing efforts towards 
socialism. Additionally, unions have also ceded their radical politics and now agitate for better 
conditions within a neoliberal framework rather than protest the underlying economic rationale 
and work towards dismantling capitalism. As a result, by advocating for better health care, living 
wages, and other tangible benefits for its members, unions legitimize neoliberalism by being able 
to extract some benefits rather than advocating for radical systemic change. 
Unemployment and the informalization of vast swaths of the population must then be 
understood as not creating distinct groups that are cut-off from one another, but distinct classes 
residing with or adjacent to the working class thus creating the potential for cross-fertilization of 
interests and strategies for organizing and advocacy.498 
Electoral Political Strategy 
 
It will not be enough to organize and mobilize towards socialism. Part of the transition to  
socialism must include an electoral strategy that includes a political party (Party) dedicated to 
national liberation, social transformation,499 economic democracy, and self-determination.500 The 
Party’s formation highlights the decadent nature of existing political parties that have embraced 
neoliberal policies and successfully failed to organize and address the needs of the formal and 
informal proletariat. The Party, in the transition period, will have to engage in electoral politics 
as a means to cultivate a radical cadre of political candidates and a voting bloc.501 Part of this 
strategy will include People’s Assemblies designed to inform, educate, and elicit feedback to the 
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inform the Party’s strategy and public policy initiatives.502 Particularly important is an education 
on tribalism which has often been used by politicians to gin up votes.503 
As part of its transition strategy, the Party will formulate and advocate for non-reformist 
reforms.504 First articulated by French Socialist Andre Gorz, non-reformist reforms are 
formulated on engaging in struggles for demands and reforms that directly improve the living 
conditions of the masses, but do not strengthen and reinforce capitalism.505 Rather these reforms 
subvert capitalist logic, dilute its strength, and disrupt its social relations.506 Examples of non-
reformist reforms include land redistribution including Community Land Trusts;507 providing 
funding for worker cooperatives including cooperative incubators in colleges; community-
controlled financial institutions that range from lending circles to credit unions; participatory 
budgeting;508 planning and implementing a solidarity economy;509 adopting a culturally relevant 
school curriculum that emphasizes African history;510 the study on different economic systems 
 
502 Jackson-Kush Plan, 6 (People’s Assemblies are organized as expressions of participatory or direct democracy. 
When in session, committees that are composed of the People’s Task Force set the agenda and there is guided 
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509 Jackson-Kush Plan, 10 (the solidarity economy emerged from social movements in Latin America as a response 
to neoliberal policies. Solidarity economy is a process of promoting cooperative economics that promote social 
solidarity, mutual aid, reciprocity, and generosity. Additionally, it also describes the horizontal and autonomously 
driven networking of a range of cooperative institutions that support and promote the values highlighted ranging 
from worker cooperatives to informal affinity-based neighborhood bartering networks). 
510 Wa Thiongo, Ngugi. 1986. Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of Language in African Culture (Nairobi: East 
African Educational Publishers) (Wa Thiongo makes the argument that in addition to economic exploitation, equally 
devastating was colonialism’s mental domination of the African. By controlling Africans through their culture, 
colonialism was effectively able to redefine how Africans perceived themselves and their relationship to the world. 
By “educating” the African, colonialism was able to complete its economic and political control because, from a 
mental standpoint, the African accepted the inferiority of Black culture vis-à-vis whiteness); see also Fanon, Frantz. 
1967. Black Skin, White Masks (New York: Grove Press, Inc.) (Fanon makes a similar argument by observing that 
Africans who’s inferiority complex is a result of the death and burial of their culture due to colonialism, eventually 
confront the culture of the colonizer. To be elevated above their “inferior culture,” the colonized demonstrates a 
mastery of the colonizer’s culture with the intent that they will be accepted and viewed as “civilized”), 18. 
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with an emphasis on socialism and cooperative economics; de-privatization of all public 
services; encouraging the cooperative supply and value chains,511 sustainable green initiatives,512 
etc. These reforms promise “to create new logics, new relations and new imperatives that create 
a new equilibrium and balance of forces to weaken capitalism and enable the development of an 
anti-capitalist alternative.”513 
In addition to articulating a cogent socialist ideology and platform suited to Africa’s 
political terrain, the Party will also be responsible for educating and raising a Pan-Africanist514 
consciousness in the masses it seeks to serve. While its socialist platform must speak and seek to 
address the immediate needs of its constituency, it must demonstrate a keen understanding of 
domestic and international capital, and establish solidarity links with the African diaspora as well 
as other socialist organizations across the globe. Part of its responsibility is to share and spread 
its socialist ideology to inspire social revolutions around the world. This strategy contributes to 
its existence given the dominant nature of global capital today. To successfully transition to a 
21st Century socialism, the Party will need more than principals and institutions of economic and 
 
511 Akuno and Nangwaya, Loc 641 (value chains are decision making process by which cooperatives or other 
businesses receive and process raw materials, add value to the raw materials through various labor and technical 
processes to create a finished product, and then sell and/or exchange the end product to customers and communities. 
A supply chain is the entire network of entities, whether direct or indirect, interlinked and interdependent in serving 
the same customer base or market. It consists of vendors who supply raw materials and natural resources, producers 
who convert these materials and resources into finished products, warehouses that store the products, distributors, 
and retailers. In capitalist market dynamics, producers are in competition with one another only through their supply 
chains which reduces the degree of value increase from improvements on the producers end which cannot make up 
for the deficiencies in the supply chain that reduce the producer’s ability to compete. Socializing every step of the 
production process is the best way to develop a non-capitalist alternative. If developed to its logical conclusion, it 
will underscore the limitations of economic reform within the capitalist framework). 
512 Akuno and Nangwaya, Loc 669 (these initiatives will be designed to address the environmental degradation by 
protecting the environment, curbing carbon emissions, reducing dependency on the hydro-carbon industry, and 
ending the capitalist logic of endless growth with dwindling resources by investing in sustainable modes of 
production, distribution, consumption, and recycling that are localized and cooperatively owned). 
513 Ibid., Loc 564. 
514 Martin (P. Olinsanwuche Esedebe defines Pan Africanism as a political and cultural phenomenon that regards 
Africa, Africans, and African descendants abroad as a unit. It seeks to regenerate and unify Africa and promote a 
feeling of oneness among the people of the African world. It glorifies the African past and inculcates pride in 
African values). 
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social solidarity. It must also forge new political and social identities molded on the anvil of 
consciousness and refined by engaging in radical participatory democracy, and solidarity 





















515 Jackson-Kush Plan, 13, 
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Conclusion: Socialism via a Radical Pan-Africanism 
Scholars such as Sam Mbah, I.E. Igariwey,516 and Leander Schneider517 concluded that 
socialism had failed in Africa. However, following socialism’s trajectory in Ghana and Tanzania, 
it is puzzling they would come to that conclusion given the challenges both Nkrumah and 
Nyerere faced as they did their best to transition their post-colonial states towards their 
respective definitions of socialism. Mbah, Igariwey, and Schneider’s conclusions failed to take 
into consideration that socialism could not be successful in only two countries while surrounded 
by other states that succumbed to neo-colonialism. Additionally, it was unlikely that Ghana or 
Tanzania would have been vibrant socialist democracies in a hostile global economic 
environment in Africa, Europe, and North America. Thus, for socialism to succeed, it must be 
adopted across the continent with Pan-Africanism as its primary vehicle. 
Nkrumah had long understood that political independence and sovereignty were mere 
illusions if the new post-colonial states were still economically dependent on the metropole and 
their weak economies remained vulnerable to international trade and finance.518 Additionally, the 
international racial hierarchy519 was disproportionately skewed towards the metropole and 
African states had been unevenly integrated into this hierarchy as colonial subjects and not 
 
516 Mbah and Igariwey, Loc 1506. 
517 Schneider, Leander. December 8, 2015. Visions of Tanzanian Socialism. Jacobin. Retrieved from 
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/12/julius-nyerere-tanzania-socialism-ccm-ukawa/ 
518 Nkrumah, Neocolonialism: The Last Stage of Imperialism, ix; see also Getachew, 108. 
519 Getachew, 84-5 (W.E.B. Du Bois’s formulation of the global color line makes the case that imperial enslavement 
was a collaboration, at the international level, of European states collectively exercising the right of ownership and 
expropriation over the rest of the world. For example, Du Bois points to the 1884-85 Berlin Conference where 
European powers got together and divided Africa as one instance of this collaboration. Thus, international hierarchy 
should also be understood as not only outlining the terms of colonial slavery, but also structuring the nature of the 
rivalry, competition, and conflict between European states. As a result, European states could not view newly 
independent African states as equal because they divided Africa in a manner that spoke to Europe’s interests i.e. as a 
way to obviate intra-European conflicts and competition. The actions at the Berlin Conference were complimented 
with a healthy dose of white supremacy and once Africa became synonymous with inferiority, then Blackness “lost 
its capitalization and Africa became synonymous with bestiality and barbarism.” Neither the Treaty of Versailles, 
the League of Nations, or the United Nations ever attempted to address international racial hierarchy which left new 
African states vulnerable to new forms of domination and exploitation). 
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independent nation states.520 Hence, post-colonial states, with their new independence status, 
were still within the shadow of the metropole which could still exert political control by other 
means such as neocolonialism. This “post-colonial predicament” highlighted the disconnect 
between formal independence and de-facto independence where the post-colonial state would 
remain subservient pursuant to new relations of informal domination as opposed to securing the 
institutional conditions necessary for self-determination.521   
To address this issue, Nkrumah proposed a federation of African states with a central 
federal government because in their current state, post-colonial states were characterized by their 
small balkanized economies linked to the metropole and global markets which made it 
impossible for them to be self-reliant.522 By uniting into a single federation, the United States of 
Africa (USA),523 there would be a larger, more diverse [African] regional economy that would 
gradually undercut Africa’s economic dependence and coalesce resources for Africa’s economic 
development.524 This would also encourage the development of inter-regional cooperation in 
trade, economic planning, and redistribution.525 By cutting ties with Europe and North America, 
Africa would then be in a better position to prevent any political and military interventions, and 
demand increased representation in international organizations such as the United Nations’ 
Security Council.526 Additionally, a USA would also be a deterrent for domination in the 
international sphere.527  
 
520 Getachew, 113. 
521 Ibid., 108. 
522 Ibid., 108, 121-25. 
523 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 142. 
524 Getachew, 108. 
525 Ibid., 108. 
526 Ibid., 109. 
527 Ibid. 
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Unlike his Francophone counterparts, Nkrumah rejected the possibility of including 
former metropoles as part of the federation he envisioned because he believed it would only 
preserve and entrench Africa’s economic dependence.528 Nkrumah’s vision of Pan-Africanism 
should be understood as seeking to transform Africa, which would then transform the world 
because it questioned and challenged the norms and values of the international racialized 
hierarchy. By seeking to radically change dominant ideologies, there was a real possibility that 
Africa could remake the world by making it more egalitarian.529 However, Nkrumah’s vision 
failed to take into account issues of state sovereignty, as well as legal issues, national concerns, 
and cultural pluralism of the new post-colonial states.530 
In contrast to Nkrumah’s plan, Ethiopia, which was part of the Brazzaville-Monrovia 
Group (Brazzaville Group) and was both pro-western and moderate,531 jettisoned the idea of 
political union and advocated for the establishment of an organization of African states with a 
charter and permanent secretariat.532 This new organization, the Organization of African Union 
(OAU), would serve as a conduit for the creation of a collective defense system, the formation of 
regional and continental institutions which would be responsible for economic development as 
well as coordinating the international struggle against apartheid, colonialism, and racism.533  
The OAU would have a secretariat and secretary general who would not have any 
independent political power, representation would be limited to state governments, and there 
would be no plans on how to strengthen the organization.534 In essence, the OAU would act like 
a treaty organization of independent and sovereign states that would preserve state sovereignty 
 
528 Ibid., 116. 
529 Wallerstein, Immanuel. 1967. Africa: The Politics of Unity. (New York: Random House), 20-21. 
530 Ibid., 134. 
531 Martin, 273-74. 
532 Getachew, 131. 
533 Ibid. 131. 
534 Ibid., 133. 
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through “regional guarantees of sovereign equality and nonintervention.”535 This meant that 
states retained a permanent veto over any actions the OAU wanted to pursue.536 Additionally, the 
organization did not have any power to enforce its resolutions and therefore was justifiably 
criticized as a “talking shop.”537 For the Brazzaville Group, Pan-Africanism meant an alliance of 
states that would strengthen their positions within the international global economy which would 
allow them to claim their share of the economic pie in the world market.538  
Ghana, as part of the Casablanca Group which was both radical and socialist in its 
outlook, countered that one, political union was necessary to achieve any goals related to 
economic integration. Two, a federation would permit African states to speak with one voice on 
foreign policy, and three, defense of the continent would be better achieved if coordinated 
through an all-African defense force with a central command structure.539 However, Ghana’s 
proposal lost to the Brazzaville Group with critics arguing that Ghana’s plan for economic 
integration, collective defense, and a shared foreign policy could be accomplished without a 
political union.540  
Particularly puzzling was Ethiopia’s proposal ignoring the need for a federation despite 
Italy’s second bite at the apple when it invaded Ethiopia, again, in 1935 despite being a member 
of the League of Nations (League). Ethiopia, as one of three Black majority countries541 that had 
been admitted into the League,542 had not been treated as an equal member. If being a member 
 
535 Ibid., 133. 
536 Ibid., 133. 
537 Shillington, 426. 
538 Wallerstein, 20-21. 
539 Getachew, 132. 
540 Ibid. 
541 Liberia and Haiti were the other two. 
542 Ibid., 41 (while the League opened its membership to “any fully self-governing State, Dominion, or Colony,” 
countries that were “the self-governing British dominions and India (which was represented by the British raj) could 
only be members based on their status as part of the British Empire and thus were not fully independent). 
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meant being protected from invasion, Ethiopia discovered that being dominated was a 
precondition for its membership.543 For example, before Ethiopia’s entry into the League, 
League members were already critical of the country’s humanitarian crisis (slavery) and 
international intervention was being discussed as a possible solution. Ethiopia was accused of 
practicing slavery544 despite strong observations by international journalists that several colonial 
governments, such as Belgium,545 were engaged in forced labor546 practices that mirrored 
slavery.547 By singling out Ethiopia and Liberia, the League was able to positioned itself as an 
emancipator while casting both countries as either “culprits of humanitarian hard” or unable to 
handle the slavery crisis within their own borders.548 This position ignored Europe’s history with 
slavery because European states had absolved themselves of their past and present involvement 
with slavery and because slavery was disconnected from colonial labor, it was now understood 
as a holdover from the past and only practiced by primitive societies.549 By reframing slavery as 
an “internal crisis,” League officials were able to strategically and ideologically deflect the larger 
debate of colonial labor.550 Thus, the League recommended international oversight as a 
mechanism to help Ethiopia implement international norms, produce progress reports about its 
 
543 Ibid., 40. 
544 Ibid., 54 (Getachew argues that the problem of slavery was the result of an “inadequate political culture or 
internal disorder but was entangled with broader colonial labor conditions.”). 
545 Hochschild, Adam. 1998. King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror, and Heroism in Colonial Africa 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company) (white supremacy justified Belgium’s dehumanization of the Congolese. For 
example, as a source of cheap labor, native Congolese who served as porters were often tied together at the neck 
while carrying heavy loads on their heads. Children, aged 7 to 9 were not spared either and were forced to carry 
loads weighing 22 pounds. Many were often malnourished, sick, and drooping from their heavy loads. It is estimated 
that approximately 10,000,000 Congolese died as a result of Belgium colonialism), 119-24. 
546 Getachew, 82, 59 (advocates for forced labor argued that it was not slavery because the laborers were not owned 
and their labor contributed to the development of the colonies as opposed to enriching private interests. 
Additionally, the issue of forced labor was reframed as a traditional practice or native custom thus legitimizing its 
continued practice as an indicator of “African backwardness”). 
547 Ibid., 53. 
548 Ibid. 
549 Ibid.  
550 Ibid., 54. 
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efforts to eliminate slavery, accept the League’s recommendations, as well as opening up its 
economy to be integrated into the global market.551 
The slave question then served as a justification for Ethiopia’s unequal integration into 
the League not as a full member, but as a qualified member that had to accept certain conditions 
similar to those imposed on mandated territories .552 Hence, international oversight had to be 
understood as a system designed to “discipline and civilize” Ethiopia so that it could be elevated 
to the same rank as fellow League members.553 However, because efforts at international 
oversight failed, the League explained this failure as the lack of colonial rule in Ethiopia. This 
explanation regurgitated racial differences as an insurmountable obstacle to Black sovereignty 
and the only solution was the normalization of white supremacy as a permanent feature of the 
international order when it concerned colonial rule in Africa.554 The slave question served as the 
pretext for Italy’s invasion because its actions were a logical extension of the League’s efforts to 
abolish slavery.555 Given this experience, one would expect Selassie to embrace Nkrumah’s plan 
rather than adopt a moderate, pro-western position vis-à-vis Pan-Africanism. 
A major sticking point for the Brazzaville Group, was the presence of a central 
government that, according to Nnamdi Azikiwe, “a Pan-African organization would undermine 
the independence anticolonial nationalists had sought to secure.”556 Azikiwe was also worried 
about the internal dynamics of Nigeria, which was both large and diverse, and that any effort to 
 
551 Ibid., 55. 
552 Ibid. 
553 Ibid., 58. 
554 Ibid., 55. 
555 Ibid. 
556 Ibid., 134; see also (1962) Nnamdi Azikiwe, “The Future of Pan Africanism.” (August 7, 2009). The Black Past. 
Retrieved from https://www.blackpast.org/global-african-history/1962-nnamdi-azikiwe-future-pan-africanism/ 
(Azikiwe lays out his vision of Pan-Africanism including some of the challenges that confront the future of Pan-
Africanism). 
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form state institutions that would accommodate ethnic and religious pluralism promised to result 
in an unstable balance that could collapse without warning.557 Ethiopia’s Emperor, Haile Selassie 
(Selassie), further noted that the newly independence states did not emerge from colonialism in 
similar conditions, rather there were significant differences in their economies and social 
ecologies rooted in diverse cultures and traditions.558  
The salient problem with the Brazzaville Group’s position was that it assumed that the 
birth of the post-colonial state was completely divorced from its origins as a colonial subject.559 
These anticolonial nationalists failed to appreciate that the colonial states they were inheriting 
(including their arbitrary borders) were still products of colonialism that had been unequally 
integrated into the global economy and any effort to cling to them on the basis of “sovereignty” 
was in essence preserving the colonial state apparatus. As Basil Davidson observed, nation-states 
that were fashioned from the foundations, structures, logic, and relationships in relation to the 
colonial state, and not from African history, were not only bound to fail, but also destined to fall 
back on the colonial reflexes that birthed and nurtured them into existence.560  
Additionally, the sovereignty argument encouraged balkanized states to maintain their 
uneven political, cultural, and economic relationship to the metropole as opposed to 
reinvigorating old relationships and forging new partnerships.561  Particularly disconcerting 
 
557 Ibid.; see also Shillington, 377 (Nigeria, at the time of its independence had a population of 35 million people. 
Northern and southern Nigeria had been governed as two separate territories until 1946. Within southern Nigeria, 
sharp regional divisions existed between the Yoruba in the west and the Igno-dominated east. From a religious 
standpoint, the conservative Muslim northerners feared domination by the “culturally ‘Europeanized’ southerners. In 
addition to these challenges, Azikiwe and other nationalists had to wrestle with whether Nigeria would have a single 
unitary government, be a federation of self-governing regional states, or be split into three or more separate states. 
While a federal solution was pursued, it never resolved the underlying tensions that eventually led to regional 
conflict and civil war). 
558 Ibid. 
559 Martin, 270. 
560 Ibid. 
561 Martin, 269. 
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about Selassie’s position was his “economic diversity” argument.562 Any country emerging from 
colonialism had been plundered, exploited, and oppressed. While Ethiopia could proudly claim it 
had not been colonized, its economy had not fared well. Thus, advocating for the status quo was 
naively acceding to the illusion that post-colonial states with their small, anemic economies 
could adroitly navigate the uneven playing field of a racialized international hierarchy which 
distributed gains unevenly. Azikiwe’s argument is equally unavailing because ethnic and 
religious plurality existed in pre-colonial Africa. Those divisions may have been sharpened as a 
result of colonial manipulations intended on preventing national unity that would result in 
independence, but they were not insurmountable to the point of preventing the realization of 
Nkrumah’s Pan-Africanist vision.  
Furthermore, Azikiwe’s fear of a Pan-Africanist organization that would undermine 
Nigeria’s sovereignty paled in comparison to the racialized character of the global community. 
Azikiwe was well aware of this because he was part of the efforts to have the United Nation’s 
extend the Atlantic Charter to the colonies.563 In addition to calling for democratic self-
government, a memo Azikiwe signed on to articulated a specific set of social and economic 
reforms that were to be implemented alongside the gradual progress to self-government.564 The 
failure of the UN to accept their memo meant, as Azikiwe put it, “there is no New Deal for the 
black man. . . . . Colonialism and economic enslavement of the Negro are to be maintained.”565 
Thus, even though Nigeria was to gain its independence several years later, the events in 1945 
should have underscored the importance of a federal government in Africa given the racialized 
international environment that newly independent African states were going to confront. Azikiwe 
 
562 Getachew, 134. 
563 Ibid., 71. 
564 Ibid., 72 
565 Ibid. 
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should have pushed Nkrumah to address these unanswered questions rather than find his place 
amongst the moderate Brazzaville Group. 
While both groups correctly highlighted the importance of economic cooperation, 
conspicuously missing from their debates was the type of economic system that would be the 
organizing principal for regional integration. While it remains unclear whether each state would 
have been permitted to pursue its own economic ideology, today, I would argue that socialism 
should be the economic principal at the heart of Pan-Africanism. To choose capitalism would be 
to intentionally ignore slavery,566 the dialectical relationship between colonialism and capitalism, 
the devastating effects of neoliberal reforms on the entire continent, and capitalism’s perpetual 
crisis.567 Moreover, few, if any states in Africa can confidently assert they have fared well under 
capitalism or have been treated equally under an international hierarchy that clings to its racial 
past. 
Nkrumah’s proposal for a federal government that could act independently of its member 
states remains a viable alternative today. For example, Nkrumah understood the importance of a 
federal government with the power and ability to coordinate and direct the planning for 
economic integration. For instance, creating a free trade area, customs union, as well as 
promoting industrialization and development could be better coordinated by a federal 
government.568 Specifically, creating, implementing, and regulating a free trade area for 
developing nations required the establishment of a political structure and administrative 
framework that would equally distribute the benefits of free trade and compensate for any losses. 
The absence of a federal government would increase the likelihood of “existing urban and proto-
 
566 Williams, Eric. 1944. Capitalism and Slavery. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina). 
567 Wolff, Richard D. 2016. Capitalisms Crisis Deepens: Essays on the Global Economic Meltdown (Chicago: 
Haymarket Books), 2-38. 
568 Ibid., 132. 
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industrial sectors capturing all the gains, operating ‘like interconnected soap bubbles—the largest 
absorbing the rest.’”569 Additionally, the lack of a federal government and redistributive taxation, 
liberalizing regional trade promised to reproduce and accelerate the existing regional  between 
states in a free-trade area.570  
Thus, the new socialist vision for Africa via Pan-Africanism must include a federal 
government. In pursuing socialism, the federal government would be responsible for creating and 
implementing an economic framework designed to implement the vision articulated in the 
electoral political strategy section of the thesis. The federal government will also be responsible 
for designing a program to overcome Africa’s dependence on international organizations such as 
the IMF, the World Bank, and the WTO. Critical to this strategy will be delinking Africa’s 
economy from global capital.571  
Europe and North America owe their development to Africa given their history of 
plundering the continent. Africa must abandon the notion that it has to catch up to Europe or 
North America because to do so, it must aspire to imperialism which would require enslaving, 
plundering, exploiting, and oppressing other nation states. To advance, Africa must overthrow 
capitalism because it has continued to be a stumbling block in human social development.572 
Rather than offer solutions, Capitalism has created its own irrationalities such as white 
supremacy, fantastic forms of wealth accumulation surrounded by an incredible poverty, and 
environmental degradation.  
 
569 Ibid., 134. 
570 Ibid. 
571 Amin, Samir. A Note on the Concept of Delinking. Review (Fernand Braudel Center), Col. 10, No. 3 (Winter, 
1987), pp. 435-437. (Amin defines delinking as the refusal to submit a nation’s national-development strategy to the 
imperatives of “globalization”); see also Firoze and Fletcher, (By delinking, a country rejects the submission of its 
development to the pressures of it external relations and prioritizes its internal development and social progress), 56. 
572 Rodney, 10. 
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To satisfy its voracious appetite for wealth accumulation, it has become increasingly 
predatory and geographically mobile while being socially immobile, always in search of that 
cheap vein of labor. Even then, the existing surplus labor is not guaranteed low-wage work 
because these jobs are now increasingly automated. Additionally, because the current industrial 
process is built on a relatively high capital intensity, it has allowed capital to be highly mobile 
with a weak commitment to developing forward and backward linkages. Thus, Africa must 
understand capitalism as the main source of its problems. Adjectives such as corruption, drought, 
patronage, nepotism, tribalism, and civil war that Obama touted as plausible explanations for 
Africa’s current political and economic conditions are nothing more than red herrings. For Africa 
to realize her full potential, she must stab the iron fist loose and abandon the West. 
Additionally, while socialism via Pan-Africanism promises greater economic distribution 
as well as improved quality of life for Africans, it still must wrestle with the continuing legacies 
of slavery, colonialism, and neoliberalism which account for and explain Africa’s 
maldevelopment. To address these legacies, Africa should also assert a claim for reparations. 
Similar to the Caribbean Community (CARICOM)573 as well as the Black community574 in 
 
573 Britain has duty to clean up monumental mess of Empire, Sir Hilary tells Cameron. (September 28, 2015). The 
Jamaica Observer. Retrieved from http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Britain-has-duty-to-clean-up-
monumental-mess-of-Empire--Sir-Hilary-tells-Cameron_19230957 (Sir Hilary Beckles wrote a letter to British 
Prime Minister, David Cameron informing him that Britain should establish a reparatory program for the Caribbean 
countries due to British slavery and colonialism); see also The Real News Network, 2015, Nov 8. The Global 
African: Reparations in the Caribbean. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kocGDzuIsD8&t=1110s 
(Don Rojas points to the growing consensus between CARICOM’s politicians and scholars that the Caribbean’s 
social, political, and economic state is a direct result of the twin legacies of slavery and colonialism. Hence, these 
countries can make a legitimate claim on Britain to provide reparations to address CARICOM’s maldevelopment). 
574 Coates, Ta-Nehisi. (2014, June). The Case for Reparations. The Atlantic, Retrieved from 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/; see also Connolly, N.D.B. 
(2014, May 24). The Case for Repair: Part 1. Urban History Association: The City in History. Retrieved from 
https://urbanhistorians.wordpress.com/2014/05/24/the-case-for-repair/ (Connolly critiques Coates’ Case for 
Reparations article by pointing out that Coates’ conclusion about the need for a “spiritual renewal” failed to 
appreciate the continuities that emerged from slavery i.e. share cropping, convict leasing, housing segregation,  
poverty wages, and redlining that presented new forms of accumulation designed to maintain capitalist logic. Hence, 
even if reparations were awarded, failing to address the exploitative nature of capitalism promises to produce new 
forms of predatory and exploitative capitalism); see also Connolly, N.D.B. (2014, May 24). The Case for Repair: 
Part 2. Urban History Association: The City in History. Retrieved from 
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North America, Africa’s current social, political, and economic condition can only be explained 
through the epochs of slavery, colonialism, and neoliberalism all of which normalized the 
continued plunder and exploitation of the continent. Each of these must be understood as 
significant wealth transfers from Africa to Europe and North America, and Africa must be 













https://urbanhistorians.wordpress.com/2014/05/24/the-case-for-repair-part-2/ (Connolly argues that reparations has 
to be complimented by a radical program that fundamentally alters the rules of capital accumulation, racial 
segregation, and violence that continues to fuel the wealth of nations); see also TeleSuR English, 2014, Sep. 25. The 
Global African – Reparations. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wS6RrXNV_C0 
575 Withall, Adam. (December 14, 2016). Mau Mau Veterans Urge Election Boycott Unless Britain Pays Back 
Trillions in Colonial Reparations. The Independent. Retrieved from 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/mau-mau-british-empire-kenya-rebellion-independence-boycott-
2017-election-a7474716.html (Britain paid £20 million to 5,000 survivors of the Mau Mau rebellion. However, 
reparations should also address the overall economy because of the exploitation that took place under colonialism); 
see also Eddy, Melissa. (November 17, 2012). For 60th Year, Germany Honors Duty to Pay Holocaust Victims. The 
New York Times. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/18/world/europe/for-60th-year-germany-
honors-duty-to-pay-holocaust-victims.html; see also Beck, Luisa. (January 3, 2020). Germany, a model for coming 
to terms with its past, still struggles with its colonial period. The Washington Post. Retrieved from 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/germany-a-model-for-coming-to-terms-with-its-past-still-struggles-
with-its-colonial-period/2020/01/02/784b23a2-b927-11e9-8e83-4e6687e99814_story.html (while Germany 
recognizes that what it did to the Herero in Namibia was genocide, it remains recalcitrant to paying reparations). 
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